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Clothesline statements spark campus discussions Swine flu:
ELLIE FAULKNER
STAFF WRITFR

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
T-shirts displayed as part of Sexual Assault Awareness week.

"1 in 4: I've come to terms
with being a statistic," "I get
scared at night," and "Prom 2006:
I will never forget" were some
of the messages inscribed on Tshirts hanging outside of the UC
last week. The bright colors and
emotional messages are hard to
miss.
The project was put on by
the Women's Center as part of
Sexual Assault Awareness Week.
Kristin Sexton, a member of the
Women's Center, explained: "The

meaning of The Clothesline Proj
ect is to raise awareness about
women who have been affected
by violence within their lifetime.
The program is to provide an
outlet to let people express how
they feel about the issue of sexual
assault in an anonymous manner.
Due to the anonymity of the issue,
survivors may feel more comfort
able disclosing their stories on a
shirt."
The decorated shirts were
strung on a clothesline to raise
awareness on campus.

see SHIRTS, page 4

be aware
ANDRES BARRAZA

STAFF WRITER
The international community,
particularly the United States and
Mexico, is on high alert this week
as an outbreak of swine flu virus
has caused the death of at least
150 people in Mexico. More than
1,600 people across 17 Mexican
states are suspected of being in
fected with the virus and as many
as 50 people in the United States
in New York and California as of
Monday. Worldwide, the official
number of confirmed cases is up
to 73 as of Monday morning with
cases appearing in Spain, Scot
land, New Zealand and Canada.
As the numbers of those af
fected by the virus are expected to
rapidly grow, U.S. and Mexican
officials have begun to take pre
ventive measures. Mexico City,
with a population of approxi
mately 20 million, has shut down
all public transit, schools and
government offices already and is
expected to completely shut down
the city by the end of the week.
About four million masks have
been distributed in Mexico City
in order to help prevent further
spreading of the virus. Usually

see FLU, page 4

Special guest Dominique Kim performs at with the USD Symphony Orchestra.

SAM LIAO

Orchestra plays for USD's 60th
ANDRES BARRAZA
STAFF WRITFR

The USD Symphony Or
chestra performed this weekend
in celebration of the university's
anniversary. The events held at
Shiley Theater on Friday and
Sunday drew generous audi
ence turnouts undoubtedly due
to the quality sound that the
orchestra is known for. The

program included classic works
from history's greatest composers
as well as a choir performance.
Joining the Symphony Or
chestra on the piano were awardwinning soloists: Adrian Laio, a
10-year-old fifth-grader
at Del
Mar Heights; Dominique Kim,
a Carmel Valley middle-school
student and Matilda Rudolph, a
15-year-old Carlsbad High School
freshman. Each soloist individu

ally accompanied the orchestra
on compositions by Mozart,
Beethoven and Kabalevsky.
Although the guest soloists
received high praise from the
audience for their astounding
performances, especially at such
a young age, the USD symphony
orchestra and its director/conduc
tor Dr. Angela Yeung were of
fered much-deserved praise for
this weekend's performances.

The orchestra successfully ex
ecuted flawless interpretations of
Malcolm Arnold's "Anniversary
Overture" and William Walton's
"Anniversary
Fanfare," tran
scribed for full orchestra by
Yeung, as well as works by the
latter composers mentioned.
Playing compositions like
Mozart's and Beethoven's is no

see CONCERT, page 5

AMY GUASH/THE VISTA
Tom Gallagher is Mr. University.

Congrats to
Mr. University
JUSTIN MARZONI
STAFF WRITFR

Fined fraternity members get help from Turko Files
AMY GUASH
STAFF WRITFR

After 21 members and po
tential new members of Delta
Sigma Pi were each issued
$245 tickets, the USD Business
Fraternity had to admit that they
were unaware of the law.
As a way to get to know
each other, the fraternity hosted
a bonfire near Paradise Point.
The party ended when a police
car arrived with lights flashing.
"The cops immediately

began searching for alcohol,"
said USD junior Janae Ely. "They
asked us why we were there, what
school we went to, but it wasn't
until they had questioned us and
taken everyone's ID, that we were
told about the bonfire," Ely said.
Although this law surprises
many people, those who are
caught burning pallets at the
beach will warrant a ticket. For
Delta Sigma Pi, the law seemed
to be taken a step further. The of
ficers gave tickets to everyone in
the vicinity of the bonfire.

"We wanted to find a way
to make the public more aware,"
said USD junior Robyn Fallon. "It
wasn't clear around the bonfire pit
that burning pallets was against
the law. Signs were posted over
300 feet away from the pit in the
parking lot and were not notice
able in the dark."
Delta Sigma Pi contacted
attorney and journalist, Michael
Turko, who helps expose gov
ernment incompetence on San
Diego's KUSI News. He aired
a segment on the evening news

where he stated that top police
officials agreed that the situa
tion somehow got out of control.
"They will be recommending that
most of the charges be dismissed,"
Turko said.
Almost a month later and
nearly all of the USD students
were able to successfully get their
tickets removed. The two stu
dents heading the event were still
held accountable for the crime,
but were able to do so with com
munity service rather than the
original $245 fine.

Silly entertainment, swimwear and performing fraternity
members filled the UC forum at
the 2009 Mr. University contest
last Thursday night. This year's
contest proved again that the
combination of an entertaining
evening and a great cause can
really bring in the crowds.
Sorority Kappa Alpha Theta
hosted the eightth annual Mr.
University event and donated the
funds raised throughout the eve
ning to their philanthropy CASA.
Kylie Nelson, who organized
this year's event, noted that the

see CONTEST, page 2
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THIS
Word of the week:

Freedom

The five freedoms guaran
teed by the First Amendment are
freedom of the press, freedom
of speech, freedom of religion,
freedom to petition and freedom
of assembly.
According to a national
survey released by the First
Amendment Center, 39 percent
of Americans said they agree
with the statement "The press
has too much freedom to do
what it wants." Less than three
percent of those surveyed could
name all five freedoms guaran
teed by the First Amendment.
Free speech is absolutely
necessary in a free society. If
a group allows its rights to be
diminished by an authority, then
the authority can do whatever
it wants because it can enforce
rules against honest comment
and coverage of its works.
On press nights, an admin
istrator visits our newsroom and
asks editors to print pages so
that she may read every article.
At times, she has called to ask
that we make changes, remove
words or pull entire articles at
the request of the administra
tion. We are told to think of
these censorship attempts as
mere suggestions.
But the "suggestions"
should not happen and the
situation is not comfortable for
anyone. We often feel that the
newspaper is being held re
sponsible for outside claims that
the university is not Catholic
enough.
There is a growing com
munity on campus and in this
country who believe that rules
against free speech should exist.
The recent string of incidents
involving what the university
calls "bias-motivated speech"
has inspired enthusiasm for a
set of rules and committees that
seek to limit First Amendment
rights.
Speech should never be
limited. Hateful words can be
deeply offensive, but it is wrong
and dangerous to limit freedom
in order to gain a sense of se
curity. I suggested in a recent
column that students respond
to hateful speech with more
speech. The best way to fight
back is not to set up authoritar
ian rules on what can and cannot
be said.
The best way to fight back
is to utilize speech rights in re
sponse to hate. I would like to
work for the paper through my
senior year, and at that point I
hope to feel that the community
encourages an open flow of in
formation .
Right now I see a culture
of offended people who wish to
tear down speech in pursuit of
comfort, and an administration
that seeks to limit speech in pur
suit of a better image. Again, the
answer to the problem is more
speech. The more students un
derstand how their First Amend
ment rights are being limited
the more I hope they will reject
those limitations.

1964 Tanganyika and Zanzibar
join to form Tanzania.
KlPlyif

1945 Adolf Hitler and his
newly married mistress Eva Braun
commit suicide.

1974 10,000 march in Washing
ton, D.C., calling for the impeach
ment of U.S.
President
Richard -JMCL -& Nixon.

2003 President Bush makes a
speech aboard an aircraft carrier
proclaiming "major combat opera
tions in Iraq have ended."

1992 The U.S. Deptartment of
Agriculture unveils its first "food
pyramid."

1978 Japan's Naomi Uemura,
traveling by sled dog, becomes the
first person to reach the North Pole
alone.

2001 Dennis Tito becomes the

1994 Nelson Mandela is victo
rious in South Africa's first multi
racial election.

2001 The United States, a
member of the UN Human Rights
Commission since its inception,
loses its seat.

ARMEEN SHAIDANI/THE VISTA, HISTORY.COM, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Sorority crowns Mr. University
CONTEST, continued
fundraising improved sig
nificantly this year. "This was
our most successful Mr. Univer
sity thus far. Last year we raised
around $6,000, and this year we
more than tripled that amount with
$21,200 for CASA and the Kappa
Alpha Theta foundation," Nelson
said.
Money was raised by charg
ing admission and raffling prizes
ranging from a new beach cruiser
to a football signed by the San
Diego Chargers' Junior Seau.
A newly implemented letter
writing system helped to encour
age donations and contributed to
the event's success.
Although the event was held
at the UC Forums rather than the
Sports Center, as per long-stand
ing tradition, it has been called a
success by sorority leaders. They
feel that the UC's more intimate
ambiance allowed for more in
volvement in the show.
As much as Mr. University is
a charity event, it is also a contest
among students at USD. Eight
contestants competed for the title
of Mr. University: Mr. RA, Mr. La
crosse, Mr. San Diego, Mr. Mortar
Board, Mr. Beta Theta Pi, Mr.

Performances at the Mr. University competition were creative and quirky.

Delta Tau Delta, Mr. Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Mr. Phi Kappa Theta
went head to head in a swimwear,
formal wear and talent contest.
The
contestants'
talents
ranged from singing and dancing
to a puppet act. Mr. Lacrosse awed

the crowd with his interpretation
of "The Lion King."
The contenders were judged
by the presidents of the sororities
based on their performance in
each round.
At the end of the show, which

AMY GUASHAHE VISTA

ran just under two hours, Thomas
Gallagher (Mr. RA) was crowned
Mr. University and was awarded a
two night stay at the Monte Carlo
Hotel in Las Vegas. Mr. Lacrosse,
Colin Morgan, was dubbed Mr.
Congeniality.

USD professor supports changes for immigrants
JONATHAN GLUCHOWSKI
STAFF WRITFR

According to the North
County Times, USD professor and
former U.S. Attorney Peter Nunez
has endorsed instituting an initia
tive regarding U.S. bom children
of undocumented immigrants.
This initiative would require two
separate types of birth certificates.
If passed, it would stipulate
that children bom in this country
illegally would not have access to
public heathcare. This initiative
has some precedence as it may
remind people of Proposition 187,

which aimed to disallow children
of undocumented immigrants from
public education. That proposition
was declared to be unconstitu
tional.
According to students, Nunez
has stated that he believes the U.S.
should suspend all immigration
for at least 10 years, and review
the state of the nation before de
ciding to allow people to enter this
country any more.
Anti-illegal immigration ac
tivists prefer a policy regarding
citizenship, which would entail
that only children born to U.S.
citizens would have legal status

as citizens. The location of birth
would become irrelevant under
this system, as it is in most devel
oped countries. Nunez said to the
North County Times, "Anything
we can do to make it clear who
is here legally and who is here il
legally hopefully will discourage
people from coming."
Supporters of this effort such
as the Federation for American
Immigration Reform believe that
immigration is the main cause
of poverty, crime and disease
in this country. In an attempt to
dismantle the validity of that and
other claims, the Southern Poverty

Law Center has classified FAIR as
a hate group.
Even though the majority of
voters were in favor of Proposition
187, it is believed that the lower
courts would most likely reject
this idea as it is common practice
to respect the interpretation of
constitution led by the Federal and
Supreme Court.
The issue of U.S. born chil
dren of undocumented immigrants
is one which should spark some
healthy debate among USD stu
dents and faculty, especially since
a member of our community is so
heavily involved.
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Dashboard
Confessional
ALLYSON HUNT
ASST. NFWS FDITOR

The Alcala Music Festival
drew a sizable crowd of more
than just USD students. The line
to get into the Jenny Craig Pavil
ion stretched up the stairs to The
Vistas. Before the doors opened
a few local bands entertained the
waiting audience. The two warm
up bands, The New Archaic and

Early States, exhibited their huge
amounts of energy and excitement
to the audience for about an hour.
When Dashboard Confessional
took the stage, the audience erupt
ed into cheers. Unlike the bands
before them Dashboard launched
straight into their first song. They
played a mix of old and new songs
and even did a cover of Pink's
song "So What?" A two-song
encore closed the event.

RYAN BRENNANAHE
VISTA

Dashboard's set
included old and
new songs as
well as a cover
of Pink's song
"So What?."

RYAN BRENNANAHE
VISTA

Dashboard Con
fessional enter
tains students at
the Alcala Music
Festival.
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
APRIL 2 3 - 2 8
April 23

Location: FRINGE PARKING

Location: SAN MIGUEL HALL

At 8:11 a.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of graffiti on the
ceiling of a residence hall. Upon investiga
tion, unknown individual(s) had used an un
known object to mark various smiley faces
and other non-offensive markings on the
ceiling of a residence hall. General Services
was contacted to remove the markings, and
estimated the cost of clean-up to be $100.

Location: WEST PARKING STRUC

TURE

At 2:09 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a theft report involving
the property of a commuter student. Upon
investigation, an unknown individual had
removed the front license plate of the stu
dent's vehicle. No other items had been re
moved from the exterior of the vehicle, and
there was no damage to the area around the
license plate.

At 4:42 p .m. the Department of Public Safety
received a report of a hit and run involving
a commuter student's vehicle. Upon inves
tigation, an unknown individual had hit the
rear bumper of the student's vehicle, leaving
a minor scratch to the area of impact. There
was no other damage to the vehicle.

At 7:48 a.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report that the courtyard
behind Maher Hall had been vandalized.
Upon investigation, unknown individual(s)
had draped toilet paper throughout the trees
and on the statue within the fountain. Public
Safety is currently conducting a follow up
investigation.

April 24

April 26

Location: ALCALA WAY

Location: OFF-CAMPUS

At 1:56 a.m. Department of Public
Safety officers observed two male indi
viduals that were having difficulty walking.
Upon investigation, the individuals were
contacted, identified as resident students
and determined to be too intoxicated to care
for themselves. They were both voluntarily
transported to Detox (BAC .143 and .205).
One student was also in possession of five
bottles of beer, which were confiscated and
disposed of by Public Safety.

At 3:21 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of a student that had
been physically confronted by a former ac
quaintance that was not allowed on campus.
Upon investigation, Public Safety contacted
the suspect and notified SDPD. The suspect
was arrested and booked into county jail.
The student did not sustain any injuries.

Location: MISSION PARKING STRUC
TURE

April 25

Confirmed Cases of Swine Flu

University pushes
health measures

Women decorate
shirts with purpose

MARISSA WINKLER/THE VISTA

Information as of April 28, 2009. For up-to-date statistics, visit the
World Health Organization's website at who.inl/en.

Understanding Swine Flu
Signs and Symptoms
• Fever (greater than 100°F)
• Sore throat
• Dry cough
• Runny or stuffy nose
• Chills
• Headache or body aches
• Extreme tiredness
• Nausea, vomiting or diarrhea
can also occur but are more
common in children than adults

Protecting Yourself
• Cover your nose and mouth
when you cough or sneeze
• Wash your hands often with
soap and water, or use an
alcohol-based cleaner
• Try to avoid close contact with
sick people
• If you get sick, stay home from
work or school for at least seven
days after onset of symptoms.

Senior Julie Parks said,
"The shirts were made last
Thursday night at an event put
on jointly by Campus Connec
tions, Public Safety and the
Women's Center as a launch
party-type thing for this week.
One of the activities was making
the shirts for the clothesline
project, so they were made by
a bunch of students that came to
the event, which I think makes
it especially meaningful since
they're the products of peoples'
own imaginations and feelings.
You can't really get a more per
sonalized and meaningful result
than that, right?"
Each shirt was made by a
student who had been affected,
directly or indirectly, by this
issue. A sophomore who deco
rated a shirt, Olivia Burd, com
mented, "The project is good
because many of the shirts are
very powerful and come from
personal experiences."
Many students had a strong
reaction to the messages on
the shirts. Sophomore Moses
Utomi responded, "When I first
saw the shirts I thought it was
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At 6:05 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a theft report involving a
resident student's personal property. Upon
investigation, one resident had left her
iTouch phone and a friend's set of golf clubs
in her residence while away for the weekend.
During that time, it was determined that the
room had been unattended and unsecured
for several hours at a time. No other items
were missing.

SHIRTS, continued

FLU, continued
condensed
and
bustling
streets in the capital city are now
deserted as restaurants, malls, gro
cery stores and other businesses
close their doors.
In the United States, as many
as 50 people have been confirmed
to be infected with the virus as of
Monday morning. These numbers
are expected to rise. Up to 28 cases
have already been confirmed in
New York at a preparatory school
in Queens with as many as 17
other suspected cases under in
vestigation.
Four cases of swine flu
have been reported in San Diego
County, as well as three cases in
the neighboring Imperial County
to the east. Other cases have been
reported in Texas, Kansas and
Ohio.
The University of San Diego
Student Health Services Center
and the Center for Disease Con
trol ask students to take caution
ary steps in order to prevent con
tracting the virus as it is highly
contagious and there is no vaccine
available to protect against it.
More information is available on
the USD homepage at sandiego.
edu.

Location: SAN RAFAEL HALL

At 5:57 p.m. Department of Public

Location: MAHER HALL

Flu cases
on the rise

Safety officers ob
served two individuals
stagger and fall near the en
trance of a parking structure. The individu
als were contacted, identified as a resident
and commuter student, and were determined
to be too intoxicated to care for themselves.
Both students were voluntarily transported
to Detox (BAC .304 and .192). The com
muter student sustained minor injuries from
falling down and received medical attention
from Public Safety.
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laundry. Then I read some of the
shirts and realized it definitely
wasn't laundry. I thought it was
good, but it was pretty shocking,"
Utomi said.
One shirt read, "Only 5% of
rapists go to jail," was particularly
troubling to many students. It is
true that many assaults go unre
ported. Some thought the project
could have had more of an impact
if it were done differently. Sopho
more, JaRae Birkeland, suggested,
"I think it would have been more
effective if the T-shirts were all
over campus instead of one con
centrated area on the clothesline
in front of the UC."
Others did not have a strong
opinion about it. Junior Brandon
Meyers said, "I saw it, but I didn't
have a strong reaction one way
or another." However, there were
a variety of events during Sexual
Assault Awareness Week, so each
student was reached in some way.
Sexton said, "It's a way to
catch people's eyes and create
more awareness around this
issue." The Women's Center has
been putting this project on for
several years now and it contin
ues to provoke discussion about
sexual assault.

CORRECTION
Last week's article entitled "Pulitzer poet shares art" was
lacking a byline. The author was Staff Writer Carly Studer.
The Vista regrets the error.

The Vista publication is written and edited by USE
students and funded by revenues generated by
advertising and a student fee. Advertising
material published is for information purposes
only and is not to be construed as an expressed
or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located in the lower level of
the University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
The first copies of the newspaper are complimentary, all copies thereafter are 25
cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of The Vista staff,
the University of San Diego or of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista office. Ixtters should be limited
to 300 words and must be signed. For identification purposes, USD identification
numbers and writer's year must be included in the letter. The Vista reserves the
right to edit published letters. Any content sent to the editor will be considered for
publication unless otherwise stated.
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Obama seeks solutions to Mexican drug violence
DAN BROWN
STAFF WRITFR

"The United States is the larg
est illegal drug market in the world.
Americans want their weed, crack,
cocaine, heroin, whatever. And
they're willing to pay big money
to get it," CNN correspondent
Jack Cafferty said. The Mexican
drug cartel will supply to this
demanding market, and for those
who stand in their way, death is a
serious possibility.
On April 17 forensic scientists
uncovered a shallow gravesite in

Juarez, Mexico, a bordering city to
El Paso, Tex. The grave produced
nine bodies. Seven were male and
two were female. The deaths were
attributed to the current tirade of
violent acts that have occurred
over the last year at the hands
of the drug cartel. This incident
mirrors the discovery of several
bodies in Tijuana last September.
The death toll in 2008 totaled over
3,000.
President Barack Obama
recently ventured south across
the border to meet with Mexican
President Felipe Calderon in order
to discuss the current epidemic

terrorizing shared borders. The
White House approved and plans
to deliver $1.4 billion approved in
the Merida Initiative. The goal is
to reduce the American consump
tion of illegal drugs by creating
harsher punishments for posses
sion and casual users.
Some have said that it may
be necessary for U.S. government
to deploy the National Guard to
heavily trafficked border cities. If
things continue to progressively
get worse, it may even be reason
able for Calderon to request a
similar U.S. military presence that
was seen in Iraq. Drastic measures

such as these may be necessary
in order to confront the cartelinfluenced American cities, now
reaching numbers upward of 200.
These cities see similar activities
that can be found in the border
cities.
Earlier this month, Esteban
Robles, Mexico City's command
er of the investigative police force
was assassinated as he departed his
residence. His death followed the
murder of Mexico's federal police
chief. Robles was shot eight times
and died shortly after arriving to
the nearest hospital.
This recent slaying of a Mexi

USD hosts sociology
conference
ANDRES BARRAZA
STAFF WRITFR

The University of San Diego
held a three-day conference this
past week in order to discuss
issues affecting the international
community in the 21st century.
The 33rd annual conference of the
Political Economy of the World
System Section of the American
Sociological Association hosted
the event "World-Systems Analy
sis & the Challenges of the 21st
Century" by inviting distinguished
guests on the subject matter.
USD hosted such speak
ers as former President of the
International Sociological As
sociation Immanuel Wallerstein,
presently at Yale University and
Saskia Sassen of The Committee
on Global Thought at Columbia
University. More than 20 speakers

representing several countries and
universities around the world and
across the United States attended
the conference bringing with them
an extraordinary combination of
research, expertise and diverse
points of views on the issues at
hand necessary to promote a new
kind of dialogue essential to solv
ing the current crises facing the
global community.
The conference, which was
hosted by the Office of the Provost
and USD's Department of Sociol
ogy, was aimed at discussing and
finding solutions to global issues
such as immigration, globaliza
tion, global finance, inequalities
and antisystemic movements, none
of which discriminate against any
country, affecting those like the
United States and Western Europe
as well as Africa, the Middle East
and Asia alike.

Fraternity
fights
cancer
LIZ CROSBY
RYAN BRENNAN, TIM ROTH / THE VISTA

Top: Guests discuss topics at "Global Power, Inequalities, and Antisystemic Movements." Bottom left: Enrique Dussel and bottom right:
Alberto Pulido at "Violence, the Sacred, and the Global System"

AS to host USD night
at Petco Park
MATT THOMPSON &
SCOTT DENAULT
STAFF WRITFRS

SAM LIAO

USD Symphony Orchestra performs.

Inside the symphony

CONCERT, continued
easy task, yet it was one made
seemingly effortless by the tal
ented musicians that comprise the
Symphony Orchestra. From the
strings and the horns alike, as well
as percussion and winds, no tempo
or pitch could keep the performers
from emitting consistent quality
sound. With every passing note,
a crescendo of excitement in the
audience took the experience from
piano to fortissimo.
During the event, the audience
was given a slideshow presentation
of the Symphony Orchestra's tour
to Quito, Ecuador by member and
USD student Joaquin Proano Fein.

The orchestra's trip, lined with
performances at local schools and
a major concert hall, proved suc
cessful in extending USD's reach
in the community through the stu
dents' talent and their music.
The End-of Year Concert will
be held Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
Shiley Theatre. The performance
will showcase all music ensembles
like choir, orchestra, choral schol
ars and more. This year's special
guests are Maestro Philipp Mann,
the Assistant Conductor of the
San Diego Symphony and USD
alumna Maria (Yrjola) Parker,
a pianist. The concert is free for
everyone with free-will donation
at the door.

can public official is believed to be
a message for Caldron. Mexican
citizens are being terrorized by the
recent happenings.
Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton had this to say about the
current state of our bordering
nation: "Our insatiable demand
for illegal drugs fuels the drug
trade," she said on March 26."Our
inability to prevent weapons from
being illegally smuggled across
the border to arm these criminals
causes the deaths of police of
ficers, soldiers and civilians. So,
yes, I feel very strongly we have a
co-responsibility."

S

Baseball
has long been
a
tradition
in
the city of San
Diego. Between
the
Padres
and three
collegiate teams, there is
always somewhere that San
Diegans can catch a ball game.
Yet, due to the rigorous schedule
of the university community or
perhaps the lack of income that
just about every college kid ex
periences, baseball fans may not
get to see as much of the sport as
they like.
Associated Students has
found a way to fix that. On May
4, AS along with the co-sponsor
of Residence Hall Association
will be hosting the "USD night at
Petco Park."
USD students can purchase
a ticket for the game for $10 from
the UC Box Office. Trams will be
provided to and from the game to
alleviate the expense of parking
in downtown and at Petco Park
itself.

Game time
is scheduled for
7:05 p.m. and the
Padres will square off
against their division rivals the
Colorado Rockies. The Rockies
knocked the Padres out of playoff
contention two years ago after a
dramatic one game playoff. It took
more than the 162 game regular
season for the two teams to slug it
out for the last playoff spot.
Freshman Brian Harr is a
longtime Padres fan and looks for
ward to the event. "I can't wait to
go to the game with all my friends
and classmates. What could be
more fun than a giant group of col
lege kids together at a professional
baseball game? I can only imagine
some of the trash talking that will
go on," Harr said.

STAFF WRITER
Everybody
has
them,
men included. They are called
breasts. Because everybody has
a pair, everyone is also suscep
tible to breast cancer. Many stu
dents personally know someone
who has had to grapple with it.
The professional business fra
ternity, Alpha Kappa Psi intends
to remind the USD community
of breast cancer during their
event next Thursday at 7 p.m. in
Saloman Hall.
The event will feature a
silent auction, whose proceeds
will go towards breast cancer
research. There will be a com
puter station set up for those
interested in signing up for the
Breast Cancer Walk to occur on
campus May 9.
Alpha Kappa Psi is also
pleased to present 2008's hon
orary survivor of San Diego,
Deena Schmidt, as a speaker.
She is a prominent figure in the
San Diego community. Schmidt
also won a gold medal in the
Olympics during the seventies
for swimming.
The intention of this event
is to get Alpha Kappa Psi's
name out there as well as to
bring attention to the mean
ing behind the pink ribbon for
breast cancer, which is still a
very serious health affliction in
our society.
Frank Collins, director of
the event, remembers a time
when a close relative had breast
cancer. "1 know that everyone
is not as lucky as she was, so
I wanted to raise awareness,"
Collins said.
Sometimes it is easy to
get caught up in the chaos that
ensues before finals and papers
are due, but Alpha Kappa Psi
hopes that students will take the
time to participate in this event.
The fee for student entry
is $15, and includes food from
Banquets and Catering as well
as a complimentary gift bag
from Diamond Boutique worth
about $100. Instead of selling
tickets. Alpha Kappa Psi will
be keeping guest lists. Look for
them outside of the UC in the
weeks preceding the event.
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Women unite to Take Back the Night

South Mission Beach
Condo for Rent. Located on
San Luis Rey PL Beautiful 2
bedroom 2 Bath. Private front
yard, 2 private parking spaces
and private laundry room!
View at www.vacationrentals.
com/vacation-rentals/18261.
html. Please call Jeff @ 858405-0358 with any questions.
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Last Thursday, a group gath
ered for the Take Back the Night
march in front of Maher. An
energy began to manifest itself
within the group as everyone put
on matching T-shirts and began
lighting candles.
A list of chants was also
handed out. Among the group
were a few Public Safety officers
and the assistant dean of students,
Donald Godwin.
The event was hosted by the
Women's Center. Sabrina LaGood,
the student director of the event,
was enthusiastic about the group
from the get go.
She led the march as it pro
ceeded down into the valley and
made its way back up behind the
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace &
Justice. The group emitted chants
of female empowerment that re
verberated throughout the atmo
sphere wherever they went.
The members of the march
got into single file and walked
along that narrow path that leads
behind the IPJ.
They circled, stopped and a
member of the group began to de
scribe perhaps the most traumatic
experience of her life to the group.
Just moments before she had been
seen as just another member of the
march, walking along and chant
ing with everyone.
As she concluded her speech,

COLLEGIATE BOWL
ING TEAM now forming for
next school year. Compete
against other schools. USBC
certified coaching provided.
All skill levels welcome. Inter
ested in participating call Bob
(858)753-1775 daytime.

March involved chanting and personal survival stories

she asserted that she should not
be called a "victim." Instead, she
preferred to be recognized as a
"survivor."
It became abundantly clear
how defeating the term "victim"
can be. It is altogether degrad
ing, whereas, the term "survivor"
implies that the person was strong
enough to fight through the atro
cious experience.
The experiences that each

Child
Development
Centers.
Internships are
available with U.S. Military
Child Development Centers
in Germany, Italy, England,
Belgium and the U.S. (Florida
and Hawaii). Beginning Sep
tember 2009 and ending De
cember 2009. Related college
coursework and experience
required. Airfare and housing
are paid and a living stipend
provided. Interns receive 12
hrs of college credit (gradu
ate or undergraduate) and are
eligible to apply for $1250
AmeriCorps funding. Make
a Difference! University of
Northern Iowa, College of
Education, School of HPELS.
Email Susan Edginton at
susan.edginton@uni.edu for
more information. Please put
INTERNSHIP USD/CA in the
subject line of your email.
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and every person has tend to in
tegrate themselves into that per
son's being, and undoubtedly, she
continues to live with her experi
ence. It most certainly took a lot
of strength to expose that part of
herself, with such a large group.
Shortly after her speech, the
group dissipated just as it had
come together. Only now, each
member was empowered with the
hope for change.

Gunther von Hagens'

The Original Exhibition of Real Human Bodies

& The

Brain — Our Three Pound Gem
SECURE SELF STORAGE
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU IN OLD TOWN
4835 Pacific Highway, SD 92110
#619-692-1116

f
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Discover What
You're Made Of!

NOW OPEN
Limited Engagement
Special pricing for students and groups.
Call 877.946.7797.

3865 Rosecrans St. SD 92110
#619-294-2316

Call For Rates
>
>
>
>

Affordable
Secure
Clean
7 days a week

* Student Discount*
www.secure-selfstorage.com

J SAN DIEGO NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
www.sdnhm.org
www.bodyworlds.com
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Associated Students abandons student advocacy
RYAN PLOURDE
OPINION FDITOR

RYAN MULVEY
STAFF WRITFR

Kyle
The month of February
saw a record high six hate
crimes/bias-motivated
inci
dents take place on the USD
campus. And I'm not gonna
lie, it was a bummer. Here we
were, in the midst of an era of
hope—Obama recently inau
gurated president, me recently
named opinion editor,"Scrubs"
recently moved to ABC—and
the USD campus was fluttered
with hate. A little peeved by the
whole thing I decided to track
down one of the perpetrators of
these hateful acts.
I'm proud to say that I have
done just that. I finally got my
hands on one of those ignorant,
hateful, good-for-nothing bas
tards who polluted my school
with hate. But to my surprise,
this ignorant, hateful, good-fornothing bastard was actually
quite the pleasant fellow.
With curly blond hair
and a faint smile, the fresh
man perpetrator of one of the
bias-motivated incidents stood
before me upon our first meet
ing last week. Now for obvious
reasons he wishes to remain
anonymous. So for the sake of
this story we will call him Kyle.
Kyle and 1 sat down to discuss
what had happened one fateful
day in February that had led
the fifth of six "hate" crimes
recorded this semester.
Apparently Kyle and his
friend, we'll call him Stan,
were studying one night in the
LRC. Kyle, seeing a chalk
board in the corner of the room,
thought it would be funny to
pull a little prank on Stan. So
he strolled over to the board
and proceeded to write a story,
"Hi my name is [Stan]. Let me
tell you a story about my life."
The story then proceeded into
some homo-erotic statements
including "I like having sex
with gay men."
Kyle and Stan had a good
laugh about the whole thing but
then they committed a cardinal
sin of tomfoolery, they forgot to
erase the foolishness. Needless
to say they left, someone saw
the chalkboard, Public Safety
was alerted, and Kyle and Stan
were sent before a disciplinary
board while I was writing an
article about the most recent
hate crime on campus and how
disgusted I was by it.
Kyle and Stan have since
been punished, each of them
have to write a formal apology
as well as a five-page paper
about suicide, homelessness
and substance abuse rates
among the gay community, and
the LRC chalkboard has been
returned to its original quality
(it got erased). Case closed.
What I thought to be a
hateful bastard turned out just
to be a juvenile freshman. Now
hopefully Kyle has learned his
lesson, while not hateful such
insensitive actions have reper
cussions. I'm just glad to know
my school isn't as hate-filled as
I thought it had become.

In 1993, "Surf Ninjas" hit the
screens, forever to change Holly
wood. Well, not quite. In fact, this
film starring Leslie Neilson, Rob
Schneider and Emie Reyes is a
rather obscure reference. But, it is
still relevant to current events here
at USD.
In the movie, a teenage surfer
learns that he is heir to the throne
of an obscure Pacific Island that is
under the dictatorship of a cybersamurai. Eventually, the boy re
gains his throne, parties like it is
1993, and dissolves the monarchy.
1 never liked the ending. I found
it to be stupid on the party of the
boy-king to deinstitutionalize his
office. Why would a king abandon
his power? Why would anyone, or
any group of people, jeopardize
the rights and privileges owed to
him, or due to those he represents?
This is, however, exactly what is
happening at USD.
Our elected representatives,
charged with the protection of our
interests, especially those under
stood to be basic liberties, have
jeopardized them. Even worse,
they have done so without real
izing what they were doing. This
is the height of stupidity. It is the
apex of mediocrity and oblivious
ness. Like the boy-king, Associ
ated Students must have been too
preoccupied with "partying" to
take the time to read the policy
they passed last semester threaten
ing our right of assembly.
This policy seeks to "pre
serve" the right to peaceful assem
bly, as long as a series of ridiculous
requirements are met. Under the
proposal all assemblies, protests
or rallies, would need to be ap
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proved by the school administra
tion "at least five business days
ahead of time." Petitions would
be determined on "content-neutral
basis." So, students protesting the
administration, or the status quo,
ought not to fear being silenced by
the powers that be.
"Spontaneous" assembly will
be entirely disallowed, and since
an "assembly" is to be a "gather
ing of one or more...[for] public
expression concerning a topic,"
students should be advised to keep
discussion at the cafeteria tables
to a minimum, lest the vice presi
dent for student affairs promenade
past.
The policy will also forbid
all "disruptive" behavior, includ
ing the carrying of signs on sticks
or poles, since these dangerous
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implements can be used in the
destruction of property. Does this
require comment? Who ever heard
of a rally without signs?
The administration actually
had the gall to bring this laughable
document before the AS Senate.
And though the minutes do reflect
minimal discussion, the debate
was hardly substantive and still re
sulted in the passage of the policy,
though supposedly in a "revised"
form. If the document I read was
the liberalized version passed by
AS, I would be afraid to read the
draconian measures laid out in the
original proposal.
It took the intervention of
faculty members on the University
Senate to bring this egregious at
tempt to silence the student voice
to the light of public scrutiny. So

much for young people caring
about anything anymore, even
their right of association and free
speech. Three cheers to the teach
ers for standing up where the stu
dents failed.
Shame on AS. They ought to
have known better than to play
sheep to the administration's
crook. If only students could form
an alternative to AS, I would be
first to join. Our student leaders
can hardly represent their own
interests, let alone those of their
constituency. Assembling in a
peaceful manner and for good
cause is an important right, es
pecially on a college campus. It
ought not to be governed by the
politically motivated dictates of
Mary Lyons, Carmen Vazquez or
any other administrator.
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TheVista struggles with pressure from administrative oversight
A news column about the
First Amendment, a feature about
free speech and now an editorial
about the increasing pressure felt
from the administration; in case
you hadn't guessed it, the April
30 issue of The Vista is dedicated
to student voice and the constant
struggle to maintain that voice
on a campus whose administra
tion's concerns with their image
threatens the objective reporting
of The Vista.
The University of San
Diego is a small, private Catho
lic school. As such it adheres to
small, private Catholic values.
However,The Vista believes that
this should not interfere with fair
and just reporting. We acknowl
edge the diversity of the students
on campus, many of whom may
not hold the same values, and
we believe that the paper should
reflect this diversity.
In principle, The Vista is
a student paper. The editor in
chief is a student. The director

of finance is a student. The writers
are students. And yes, at least in
principle, the readers are students.
The Vista is a paper produced by
students for an audience whose
majority is the student body. But
bubbling beneath the surface is a
constant struggle between the stu
dents who are supposed to run the
paper and the administrators who
want to run the paper for them.
Case in point: Proposition
8. In the Oct. 23, 2008 edition of
The Vista there appeared an article
endorsing a "no" vote on Prop
8; Prop 8 being the proposition
aimed at eliminating gay marriage
in California. This article, writ
ten, edited and read by students,
seemed harmless; it was a wellwritten article that was seemingly
accepted by the majority of the
student population.
However, right after the
paper hit the newsstands the editor
in chief of The Vista received an
e-mail from the assistant dean of
students questioning The Vista's

decision to run the article without
a counterpoint, and demanding that
The Vista run a "yes" on Prop 8 ar
ticle the following week. The Vista
did run such an article in the Oct.
30 issue and, interestingly enough,
we received an overwhelming
amount of e-mails from student
readers intensely aggravated by
the article. We acknowledge that
a counterpoint would be ideal on
controversial issues, but in the
event that no student offers to write
one, should a writer be forced to
assert a view he/she doesn't hold?
We have been in this situation, and
we aren't proud to say that we have
done such a thing at the behest of
the administration.
Now keeping in mind that
the original Prop 8 article was
received positively by students,
and the forced follow-up Prop 8
article was received negatively
by students, answer this question,
why did the assistant dean of stu
dents feel it necessary to demand
that The Vista run a "yes" on Prop

8 article? Here's a hint, it wasn't
to protect the interests of the
student body.
This is not the first time
events such as this have occured;
The Vista running an article that
reflects the view of the student
population, and the administra
tion saying that the Catholic
perspective must be included.
The fact of the matter is
that the USD administration
is so concerned with convey
ing this Catholic, conservative
image they are willing to censor
the voice of the student body to
do so. Don't believe that? Just
answer this question, why is the
assistant dean of students pres
sured by the administration to
read every page before it goes to
print each week?
Just one more question, if
a school administration is so
obsessed with its image that it
has an administrator monitor the
paper, why even have a student
paper?

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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world, breeding inaction and cul
STAFF WRITFR
tural unawareness.
One way USD succeeds in
Attending USD I have felt their efforts to acclimate students
sheltered from the atrocities taking to community and global under
place worldwide. When 1 read news standing is through the Study
stories of the genocides raging Abroad Office. Recently ranked
across Africa, terrorist attacks sixth in the nation for undergradu
plaguing the Middle East and the ate study abroad participation the
recent outbreak of swine flu. I am university is able to offer pro
strangely unaffected and feel safe grams in over 30 countries. I have
in my bubble of existence. While had the opportunity to attend three
USD claims to be a University of different abroad programs, and
Hope, Change, Faith, Action, and can attest to the knowledge gained
so on, they hardly live up to their through international experience.
name. Graduating in May I now But this is not enough.
look back on my time at USD with
Many students never get the
mixed feelings. While I have made opportunity to go abroad, and not
lifelong friendships and appreciate enough pressure is put on students
the knowledge I have gained in the to go out into the community in
classroom, I do not feel as though which we live. The homogeneity
USD truly acclimates the student of the USD student body distracts
body to the realities of the world.
and takes away from experiences
The TV commercial USD that can be gained interacting
now airs makes bold claims about with the ethnic and cultural
the experience one will have at diversity of the Linda Vista
the university stating, "the world community, as well as the
is our classroom" and "work greater San Diego area.
ing for peace is what we do, and
Now as I approach
who we are." In reality USD does graduation and face the
little to push students out into the highest
unemployment
community or to work for social rates in centuries I ask
justice and equality. Too often myself what is going to get
students drudge through their four me a job, my degree or my
years of college writing papers experience?
Employers
and completing assignments that have a montage of recent
don't involve any real life experi graduates
to
choose
ence. This monotonous process from, and what makes
inevitably leads to a false sense one stand out more than
of security and stability that fol the others? The answer
lows students into the professional is always going to be life

experience. Working with people
in community settings is a great
way to gain knowledge, build re
lationships and learn how to work
outside the classroom. While the
Community Service Learning
center will provide you with these
opportunities if you seek them
out, professors should be push
ing students to get involved and
tailor their experiences toward the
coursework.
The university's Mission
Statement expresses USD's com
mitment to "advancing academic
excellence,
expanding

liberal and professional knowl
edge, creating a diverse and in
clusive community, and preparing
leaders dedicated to ethical con
duct and compassionate service."
The extensive core curriculum
equipped with tedious religion
classes, math, science, etc. does
not work to fulfill these goals
stated by the university. A reevaluation of student obligations should
seek to involve students in real life,
and community-based experiences
that will lead to a student body that
is more diverse, understanding and
generally knowledgeable
of the world.
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The Marketplace era
ends in the UC
ASHLEY TOM

STAFF WRITFR

Last Friday, the UC Mar
ketplace closed for construction.
Considering 85 percent of campus
housing is located on the East end
of campus, the closing of the deli
marketplace is tragic. Couldn't
they have stalled construction for
just one more month?
These were my initial thoughts
when I was informed of the news.
Upon further investigation on the
Dining Services website, there
are actually some legit alterna
tive food options being offered
for the remainder of the semester.
So much, that I might even forego
my standard Bacon Turkey Bravo,
grilled and toasted, and make the
trek up to the UC.
Now I know all you students
whose loyalties lie with La Paloma
might be thinking I'm crazy or
a traitor. But the BBQ out front
of the UC with BBQ chicken,
ribs, bratwurst, tacos and veggie
kabobs is making my mouth water
just writing about it. In addition to
this, the caf will now be open all
day from 11a.m. to 8p.m. without
inconvenient closings in between
meals and is also serving a la carte
items that can be purchased sepa
rately. The last alternative option
is a coffee cart outside the UC
that serves everyone's favorite
acai bowls, bagels, pastries and
smoothies.
Folks, the Marketplace has
been reincarnated. But here's
some real food for thought: The
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Marketplace has served the USD
community for the past 23 years,
having served over six million
people, and sold over 1.7 million
sandwiches and a quarter of a
million coffees.
As a senior who has called
USD home for four years, I
am slightly saddened by all the
transformations that have taken
shape around campus. Maybe
I'm just nostalgic about gradu
ating, but I'm scared to return
as an alumna to an unfamiliar
campus where all my memories
have been torn down or remod
eled. I mean, maybe I have a bad
memory, but I already can't even
remember what used to be in
place of the massive building we
call SOLES.
Instead of taking a trip down
memory lane the first time I visit
post-graduation, I'll be greeted
with unfamiliar hallways and
dining options where my old
favorites once lived. Rather
than walking through the UC
and indulging in the caf or get
ting my favorite sandwich at the
Marketplace, I will be forced to
find my way through the Student
Life Pavilion, and eat at Pavilion
Dining, or worse yet, Frank's
Lounge.
For all you students who are
lucky to have at least one more
year at USD, the closing of the
Marketplace and the opening
of the Student Life Pavilion is
something to celebrate. Where
you can make new memories
and find new favorites.

Conflict reigns supreme
Anti-Racism conference encounters problems
JUSTIN HEDEMARK

STAFF WRITFR

The 2009 Anti-Racism Con
ference kicked-off in Geneva,
Switzerland last week. The hope
ful and promising meeting was
quickly derailed, however, due to
the incendiary remarks of Iranian
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. In his address, the notoriously
bombastic rhetor lobbed some
bombs at Israel.
In his speech Ahmadinejad
said, "As was the case after World
War II, armies occupied other
territories and people were trans
ferred from territories. In reality,
under the pretext of compensating
for the evil done in the name of
xenophobia, they in fact set up
the most violent xenophobes, in
Palestine."
Assertions such as this led to
many dignitaries walking out of
the conference in visible dissent
to what they perceived as the hi
jacking of conferential debate by
the Iranian president.
As undoubtedly controversial
they might be, these remarks have
merit. Hyperbolic or not, the es
tablishment of a Jewish homeland
was, in fact, a social reflex born of
guilt. I believe the confiscation of
the Palestinian territory following
World War II was a premature and
short cited attempt to assuage the
guilt felt by the international com
munity for not acting immediately
when presented with accounts of
genocide and anti-Semitic atroci

ties on the part of the national
socialists before and during World
War II.
The assumption that Israel,
by virtue of default, has the right
to conduct actions such as those
exemplified during the 22-day war
in Palestine without question is
extremely unfair. That being said,
Ahmadinejad lacks the construc
tive record to make such accusa
tions.
What makes me disgusted
is the choice of so many interna
tional voices to simply walk out
on the conference. By doing so
they only covered themselves in
the media. Why not stay and offer
a thoughtful rebuttal to such state
ments? Why not listen to dissent
ing opinions? We cannot all be on
the same page, but by dismissing
the entirety of these grievances on
the basis of who was making them
is guilt by omission.
I tip my hat to Norwegian
Foreign Minister Jonas Gahr Store
for his stalwart effort not to be dis
suaded by contrary viewpoints.
According to the Associated
Press, Store remarked, "if we start
walking out every time we feel
uncomfortable dealing with our
ideological rivals, the world would
be the one to lose."
And when people concen
trate exclusively on media worthy
events such as walkouts and
demonizing minority viewpoints
instead of the issues at hand then
the world will in fact be "the one
to lose."

STAFF WRITFR

Rocks and
Hamas
Seeking relief, I resorted
to the only kind of beer you
can find in the Muslim city of
Nablus, Palestine—a nonal
coholic one. That's right, two
years ago I was watching a
battle royal between Palestin
ian militias and the Israeli De
fense Force as an aid worker
on the West Bank. And it cer
tainly left a mark on me.
So when 1 transferred to
USD, I looked for classes on
the Middle East, lectures on
the subject, even searched
out professors in office hours,
anything to learn more about
the heartbreak I saw in Israel
and Palestine. Yet I was disap
pointed by the apathy in our
privileged student body. They
seemed to be intoxicated by
the warm San Diego beaches,
largely numb to the inhuman
ity that exists in our world.
But life works in circles,
doesn't it? Walking through
the door of UC 107 last
Wednesday, I couldn't believe
my eyes: At least 50 USD stu
dents were gathered to watch
a documentary and engage
in a dialogue with their pro
fessors! "Forget that futile
Research Methods class," I
thought, "this is education."
And thanks to a few dedi
cated students, our university
now has a student organiza
tion called USD Students for
Justice in Palestine.
Yet, I still felt agitated.
A few students showing up to
watch a documentary doesn't
change anything, I thought.
One of the professors who
had been asked to speak at
the event started to advocate
the idea of a multiracial state
as being the only prospect for
peace. I raised my hand in
disgust at what I saw as the
professor's idealism. I blurted
out, "Are you kidding? Israel
just killed 1,300 Palestinians
to prove a point in an elec
tion... now look at them [the
Palestinians]; all they have
now are rocks and Hamas."
The room grew cold and
silent. What could anyone
say? Despite the recent wave
of passion that seems to have
harshed the mellow of some
of our beach-going students,
this calamity in the Middle
East continues.
After the event was over,
that same professor found
me admiring the refreshment
table and said something like
"Hey, just remember last year
when I saw you at that talk on
Israel-Palestine.There weren't
many students. Now look. We
have a grass-roots movement
here at USD that is trying to
educate the next generation.
C'mon, man. what else can
we do?"
He had a point. And at
least we're not stuck between
a rock and a Hamas place.
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Faculty Responses
"What often results from prior restraint is a 'chilling effect' where the investigative
drive of journalists is reduced because of the perception that it won't be published
anyway. This effectively leads to journalism that serves as a mouthpiece for the
censoring body, whether that is a government, or in this case an administrative voice,
instead of serving the people (and students) by acting as a watchdog."
Dr. Kristin Moran, professor of communication studies
"1 feel uncomfortable with knowing the administration has been put between the
editors and the students...a review where the person is going to help your journalism
improve is a far better situation. The current situation can be seen as stiffling."'"'
Dr. Eric Pierson, department chair of communication studies
"I am opposed to censorship of any kind, and to paternalism, which is tantamount to
censorship. While the house rules governing The Vista sound prudent, they are still
paternal, hence unjustified. Like Justice Douglas, I regard any interference with First
Amendment rights as a threat (however unintended) to a genuinely free society. Such
threats cannot go unnoticed, much less unchallenged."
Dr. Dennis Rohatyn, professor of philosophy

100 students were asked if they felt that it was
wrong for the administration to tell The Vista what to
publish in the newspaper

i9

a
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THE VISTA

Free speech. What does it mean to you? The Vista
acknowledges that our First Amendment rights can be
restricted at a private, Catholic university. But we also
are committed to producing a weekly newspaper that
speaks to the student body and that represents stu
dents' collective interests and concerns.
Our biggest challenge has been balancing the
expectations of a conservative administration and a
liberal student body. We strongly feel that our primary
concern is to the students, which may not necessarily

Student discipline policy for publications: The student press
shall be free of unnecessary institutional or student association
control. Publication staff shall not be arbitrarily disciplined as a
result of student, administrative, faculty, alumni or community
disapproval of editorial policy or content.
The Vista student publication charter: The VISTA Student
Publication Board will 'assist in creating a working environment
where the freedoms of press and speech guaranteed under the 1st
and 14th Amendments of the United States Constitution and by the
California State Constitution are honored.

A

University of San Diego
:

University of San Diego
Location- San Diego, CA
Undergraduate enrollment (Fall 08)- 5,119
Religious affiliation- Catholic
Newspaper- The Vista
Editor in Chief- Liz Buckley

agree with administrative input.
Because the university is our publisher, our char
ter states that all of our pages are subject to review
before publication by an administrative adviser. Over
the course of the year our choice of content has been
disputed on multiple occasions. After receiving sup
port from USD faculty, as well as journalists outside
the university, we decided to question whether or not
the administration was overstepping their boundaries
listed in the USD Student Discipline Policy for publica
tions which states, "The student press shall be free of
unnecessary institutional or student association con
trol. Publication staff shall not be arbitrarily disciplined

as a result of student, administrative, faculty, alumni or
community disapproval of editorial policy or content."
The Vista contacted the newspaper editors of
five private, Catholic universities in order to compare
policies. We contacted these universities because we
believed that they would provide insight into our own
situation, since they come from a similar background
with the university as the publisher. We received over
whelming support from each of the universities as well
as information on their specific guidelines for publica
tion.
The Vista staff is committed to continuing efforts
of protecting our freedoms of press and speech in

We have one adviser for student media, who is around to
teach and give us advice, not to enforce the administrative point
of view, just good journalism," said Editor in Chief Andy Matarrese.

order to better serve the student body. According to
our charter, "The Vista Student Publication Board will
assist in creating a working environment where the
freedoms of press and speech guaranteed under the
1st and 14th Amendments of the United States Con
stitution and by the California State Constitution are
honored."
We believe that the university should follow the
same hands-off administrative policies as the schools
listed below, as well as respect our journalistic integ
rity and uphold the core values that the university itself
promotes. We just hope that the university will stand
behind their students, and not stand over them.

I don't know

"what makes our situation interesting is that our school's
president is also the publisher. He is generally hands off which is
nice but if we run something controversial we tell him ahead of
time and communicate what is going on," said Matarrese.

We only have one faculty adviser, who is a journalism pro
fessor from the communication department. He never formally tells
us not to run something, unless he believes it is libel and then it is
his job to step in. Regardless, he is really there only to advise us on
what to do. That is it. There is no administrator or anyone else read
ing our paper before it goes to press. The bottom line is even though
our paper is funded by the university, they give us a great amount of
freedom to do what we want." said Editor in Chief Katie Powers.

University of Portland student handbook: The University
in delegating editorial responsibility to student editors
provides both editorial freedom and financial autono
my necessary for the student publications to maintain
their integrity of purpose as
.
vehicles for free inquiry and
UHlVerSlty
free expression in an academic
_ _~
, -t
«

Santa Clara student handbook: The Santa Clara
is virtually editorially independent from the univer
sity. Although the newspaper receives some funding
from the university, editorial decisions are made
entirely by student editors. The paper has an advisor,
1 •"
a journalism professor who offers critiques after the
Santa
Clara
paper is published.

ersity of Portland
Location- Portland, OR
Undergraduate enrollment (September 08)- 2,997
Religious affiliation- Congregation of Holy Cross
Newspaper-The Beacon

Santa Clara University
Location- Silicon Valley, CA
Undergraduate enrollment (Fall 08)- 5,267
Religious affiliation- Jesuit Catholic
Newspaper- The Santa Clara
Editor in Chief- Katie Powers

community.

of Portland

Editor in Chief- Andy Matarrese

4%

University

"we do NOT have an additional administrator look at the
pages. They may know we are doing a story if we interview them,
but otherwise, they have no say in what we cover or don't cover,"
said Managing Editor Kate McCall.
"The Editor in Chief and the Managing Editor have the abso
lute final say, as they both see the pages again after the adviser sees
them. Our relationship with certain groups on campus can be tense
at times, but the campus in general respects us and if a problem
arises, they come to us," said McCall.

? John Carroll

Our only oversight comes from one faculty adviser, a pro
fessor of journalism, who reads the paper after it goes to print. Her
feedback is tailored toward making us better journalists and not
toward protecting the university or sanitizing our work... we have
had free license to write what we want and have never been cen
99
sored by the administration in the four years I have been at USF.
said Editor in Chief Hunter Patterson.
University of San Francisco Foghorn website: The thoughts
and opinions expressed herein are those of the individual writers
and do not necessarily reflect those of the Foghorn
staff, the administration, the faculty, staff or the
students of the University of San Francisco. Con
tents of each issue are the sole responsibility of the
editors.

J N 1V S R S I rY

John Carroll University
Location- University Heights, OH
Undergraduate enrollment (Fall 07)- 2,948
Religious affiliation- Jesuit Catholic
Newspaper- The Carroll News
Managing Editor- Kate McCall

University of San Francisco
Location- San Francisco, CA
Undergraduate enrollment (Fall 08)- 5,477
Religious affiliation- Jesuit Catholic
Newspaper- The San Francisco Foghorn
Editor in Chief- Hunter Patterson
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only
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1Month FREE!
Ask for details! Offer valid at Hotel Circle and Fashion Valley locations only. For new renters only.
On select units while supplies last. Cannot be combined with other discounts or offers. Expires 5/31/09.

Quick & Easy Summer Storage

A

* Self
•J- Storage

www.alstorage.com

• All sizes to fit your needs and budget no deposit required

Hotel Circle

• Reserve your space online or by phone!

2245 Hotel Circle South

• Easy payment options: Major credit cards
accepted, automatic payments by credit
card, pre-pay and online payments

619-295-5255

• Boxes and moving supplies

Office Hours: 9-6 M-F & 9-5 S-S

3 FREE Boxes!
Present this coupon for 3 FREE small boxes
at the Hotel Circle or Fashion Valley locations.

For USD students only.
No purchase or rental
necessary. Expires 5/31/09.
L —

—

_

_

_

_

_

_
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Fashion Valley

5o/Va A0"

Self
Storage

1501 Frazee Road

619-296-5200

_

Reserve Your Space Today!
Cityof
Hope.

Support breast cancer research,
treatment and education.

10TH ANNUAL SAN DIEGO

Walk*.HOPE

GABRIEL
IGLESIAS
SHILEY THEATRE
7pm
Tickets $10
@ UC Box Office

Nationally presented by

SAVE THE DATE
Saturday, May 9, 2009
3K and 5K Challenge Walk
Registration opens at 7:15 a.m.
Walk begins at 8:30 a.m.
University of San Diego
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice Plaza

Special Student Registration Fee $20

National
Sponsors

University
Oi'/San Diego
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

HcfheJournal
Hilton HHonors

•^THEPINKCHANNEL

Register Now!

walk4hope.org/sdhope
888-805-8911
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A&C Editor: Kaitlin Perry
kperry@usdvista.com

City of San Diego to host Lebowski Fest for the
first time at the House of Blues June 26
Mary Perry,
quite
contrary
Mary Perry. Mother of me,
Kaitlin Perry, and future USD
student/my sister, Kelsey Perry.
Sure, her name is silly and she's
shorter than me, but she is by
far the coolest mom 1 know.
Mary Perry is commonly
referred to as "Mar" (pro
nounced "mare") by my sister
and me. To some it may seem
disrespectful, but to us it's the
highest form of appreciation we
could give her. We also refer to
her as Mar Mar, Flarey Flarey
and Shmary (don't worry, she
likes it). Also, when my sister
and 1 have babies they will call
her Grandmar.
What's best about Mar isn't
her money or her cute face; it's
her sweet personality. Mar is
the cutest person I've ever been
associated with. She wears styl
ish clothes and plays a game on
her PC called Cake Mania, in
which the player bakes cakes.
She sends me cute Hallmark
e-cards for every holiday and
chocolates on Valentine's Day.
She likes the same music as me
(she's down with Fleet Foxes,
Band of Horses and Radiohead)
and when I'm home she drives
me to parties and picks me up
afterward. She also works at
my old elementary school as a
first grade teacher's aide (how
cute!).
While all of these little
things are adorable and fun,
my favorite thing about Mar is
her ability to listen. I tell Mar
about everything, from drunken
nights to sad nights to ridiculous
nights. She knows it all and she
knows exactly how to respond
to my stories. Sometimes she'll
say "Kaitlin Pearl Perry!" to
convey how shocked she is by
my actions, but all she really
cares about is that 1 survived
them.
Without Mar I would be
nothing. She brings me back
to earth when 1 think my life is
falling apart and she answers
the phone every time I call (her
ringtone for me is "Whip It"
by Devo). She gets me a kitten
every time I'm feeling down
and buys me new lip balm when
I lose the one I had.
So thanks, Mar. Thank you
for being such a sweetheart
and making me smile all day,
every day. Although Mother's
Day is a week and a half away,
I couldn't wait to dedicate my
second-to-last column to the
woman who shaped me so
much. Without her encourage
ment I would never have had
the courage to step up and
apply for A&C editor, and I'm
so happy I did.
This Mother's Day, send
your mom a card from SomeEcards.com. The messages are
inappropriate and silly. My
mom likes them, I'm sure yours
will too. My pick; "Thanks for
always thinking about me to the
detriment of your own mental
health."

Fans of the cult-stoner classic gather in bowling alleys in 16 cities across America
OLIVIA BURD
STAFF WRITFR

Slackers of the world unite!
Your mothership has landed in the
form of a bowling and movie festi
val, and the idol you worship is an
unemployed "Dude" in pajamas.
Lebowski Fest began in 2002
as a tribute to "The Big Lebows
ki," a 1998 Coen Brothers film, in
which Jeff Bridges plays Jeffrey
Lebowski, a Los Angeles slacker
who does little besides bowling
and drinking White Russians. But
the fates see more in Lebowski,
who insists that his eclectic band
of friends (including John Good
man) call him "The Dude." The
cursing, slurring stoner can be
prophetic and lucid at moments,
and rallies when he is confronted
with an identity crisis. He is con
fused with the other Jeffrey Leb
owski, a filthy rich schemer who
asks "The Dude" to deliver the
ransom to free his kidnapped wife.
The movie contains amazing oneliners, trippy dream sequences and
some unexpected, quirky enlight
enment.
The first
ever Lebowski
What-Have-You Festival was
held in Louisville, Ky. at Fellow
ship Lanes. The bowling alley is
Baptist-run, so alcoholic drinks
and cussing, both imperative ele
ments to "Dudeness," were not
allowed. The tradition started
small, but founders Scott Shuffit and Will Russell, as well as
attendees, felt that the embark ment was something magical, and
they were right. Lebowski Fest
has grown very quickly since its
humble beginnings at Fellowship
Lanes. The latest happening is a
Lebowski Double Event, recently
announced for Los Angeles, with a
screening party at The Wiltem on
May 7 and a bowling night at Cal

Jeff Bridges, with Lebowski Fest founder, Scott Shuffitt

Bowl on May 8. "Achievers," the
special name for Lebowski fans,
should know it has been hinted
that surprise guests might roll up.
This year, Rob Riggle from
"The Daily Show" will perform
at all the Lebowski Fests. The
eighth annual festival has an
agenda of 16 cities, and more are
popping up. The festival starts off
in Los Angeles and moves on to
Louisville, Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco, San Diego, Las Vegas,
Austin, Minneapolis and Chicago,
to name a few. This year will be
San Diego's first time hosting, and
the "Achievers" of Diego can get
their Lebowski on at the House of
Blues on June 26. For a cult flick
get-together started by two guys
in a 1972 green "Dude mobile,"
this festival has exploded into a
nationwide movement.
Tickets can be purchased at
LebowskiFest.com

JERRY DUVALL
Lebowski fans gather at the bowling alley to celebrate "The Dude."

Oregon band Blind Pilot talks music, biking and uncertainty
AVERY DURNAN

STAFF WRITER

Portland, Ore., has produced
yet another amazing indie-folk
band. Flowing from the same laidback, instrumental vein as Death
Cab for Cutie, The Decemberists and The Shins, Blind Pilot is
quickly gaining comparable name
and sonic recognition. Within the
year, a lot of great things have
happened for Blind Pilot: the band
has recently been featured on "Last
Call with Carson Daly," NPR's
Morning Edition and they've been
a Starbuck's "Artist of the Week."
Despite all of their budding
fame, founding frontman Israel
Nebeker remains down to earth.
When asked about the meaning
behind the band's name he laughs
and explains, "It was just a fitting
name for what we were doing at
the time. Ryan and I had run into
each other in Portland, and we
were sort of experimenting with
this project to see what would
happen. The name fits that sense
of uncertainty."
The duo's experimental proj
ect quickly turned into a success,
particularly after their adventurous
bike tour down the Pacific Coast.
"Our goal was to start in

really."
After the success of their first
bike tour, which Nebeker said
is the best thing he's ever done,
once again in 2008 (with two ad
ditional members in tow), Blind
Pilot hit the road. This time, with
a solid following behind them and
a documentary film in progress.
Blind Pilot had already estab
lished themselves as a band. In an
interview with Burnside Writer's
Collective last year, Nebeker ex
plained the band's second bike
tour: "Last time there was a blurred
' line for most people, between two
Blind Pilot on their infamous bike tour
established musicians touring and
Vancouver and go all the way Pilot the opportunity to spread two vagabonds drifting. I'll miss
to Mexico," Nebeker said. "We their music to people who might that, but a slightly bigger tour will
played shows every night, every not have sought it out on their bring a lot of new things our way
where we stopped, from small own. The duo's music seemed to too."
Now touring as a nine-piece
towns to big cities. We booked a appeal to listeners; they sold out of
band, Nebeker was right. Blind
few shows here and there, but often their EPs.
But what is truly amazing Pilot will be touring with The
we gathered up a group of locals
and played a little impromptu about Blind Pilot's 2007 bike tour Decemberists this spring, immedi
show. We did that every night on is that it truly was a simple bike ately following their performance
tour: two guys, a guitar and a basic at Coachella two weeks ago.
the tour. It was so amazing."
Nebeker says that they often drum kit strapped to their backs, "They're phenomenal," Israel,
stayed at campsites where they pedaling down the Pacific Coast. who is eager to meet the band in
would gather up campers for an No gas, no vehicle, no trailer. person, said.
Blind Pilot's album, "3
evening show around a fire, per Just bikes. With big signs on the
petrating the duo's idea of making back of their bike trailers that read Rounds and a Sound," is avail
music they were comfortable with. "BLIND" and "PILOT." Nebeker able on iTunes. The album has
Many of their spur-of-the-moment remembers that "lots of drivers received rave reviews, and with
small-town audiences were unfa thought that I was blind and Ryan good reason. From start to finish,
miliar with indie pop, giving Blind was my guide. It was pretty funny, it is a work of art.
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PETER CHO
MANAGING FDITOR

Propagandhi comes to Southern California
SHANE TOBIN
STAFF WRITFR

Camera Obscura
"My Maudlin
Career"
Listening to "My Maudlin
Career" is like sending your ears
into a ghost of a time machine
while listening to whispers of the
past. Somehow though, you can
tell that the music is temporary,
and that the siren singing sooth
ing sweet-nothings is none other
than Camera Obscura's Tracyanne Campbell.
Glaswegian band Camera
Obscura is often compared to
fellow Scots Belle and Sebas
tian, though they definitely pos
sess their own spirit. For those
who aren't trained etymologists,
maudlin means "tearfully or
weakly
emotional; foolishly
sentimental" (according to dic
tionary.com). Listening to the
album, you can definitely feel the
sentimental vibe.
Standout
tracks
include
"French Navy," "Careless Love"
and "Honey in the Sun." Listen
ing to "French Navy" you can
just imagine people smiling and
laughing on top of their classic
cars wearing their letterman jack
ets and swaying back and forth to
the music. You can imagine most
of these songs being played at a
prom from the past, baby blue
tuxedoes and all.
Even with all the gushing
emotion, you can sense a dual
aspect to the album that isn't
readily noticeable. With the mel
ancholy drowning out your ears,
the heavy instruments and sad
vocals, you can still sense an un
derlying snarkiness. Compared
to other recent releases that have
been influenced by electronic
music, or indie bands who have
been trying "too hard" to be dif
ferent, "My Maudlin Career" is a
breath of fresh air.
Although not necessarily
heavy in nature, "My Maudlin
Career" is a light breeze of an
album, relatively short at 46
minutes, and relatively mellow
in content. It is melancholic, but
strays far from depressing, it is
airy, but far from empty. Like last
week's "Swoon," by Silversun
Pickups, Camera Obscura's latest
release is another diversion,
something to fill your ears.
If you're looking to throw a
middle school dance anytime in
the near future with kids from the
past, be sure to grab a copy of
"My Maudlin Career" to provide
a soundtrack while you watch the
boys and girls awkwardly split to
opposite sides of the room. Or put
it on when you're driving down
the countryside in your baby
blue classic convertible wearing
a scarf flying in the wind. Both
occasions work.

"If we can make some kind

"You won't like this but / have
something to confide/ We strive
for something more than a faded
sticker on a skateboard."

continued existence of music

-"Anti-Manifesto"
by Propagandhi

ideas outside of consumer

Canadian punk band Propa
gandhi was formed in 1986 by
Chris Hannah and Jord Samolesky,
but it was not until their first major
CD in 1993 entitled "How To Clean
Everything" that they truly jumped
into the punk scene. Right from the
beginning, the band showed they
were not afraid to make a state
ment and tell the world what they
think, with song titles including
"Middle Finger Response," "This
Might Be Satire" and "Hallie Sallasse, Up Your Ass." Since then,
they have not slowed down.
One question put to Samo
lesky was if the band ever wished
they had done anything differently
since they haven't necessarily been
extremely successful. In typical
Propagandhi fashion, Samolesky
gave a profound answer.
"I think that we have all been
so sickened by the diversion of
underground and heavy music into
this kind of candy bar mentality,"
he said. "I don't think we regret
any non-participation. We are per
fectly fine with the direction that
we have taken over the years."
For a punk band to list Noam
Chomsky, Amy Goodwin and
Democracy Now as its major

of small contribution to the
that might inspire some
culture, then that makes me
happy - and I wouldn't be
doing this otherwise"
Jord Samolesky

influences, it is apparent that Pro
pagandhi has more to their entity
than great music, which they have
plenty of. What they truly are is
the message.
"In a nutshell, we respect the
self-determination of all nations of
people around the world," Samo
lesky said, "and we are respectful
of the natural environment. We are
born into this planet to be a part
of it." This is their message: "We
have to be respectful of the things
and we have to heal the damages
of the things that we have done to
this world."
The music of Propagandhi is
not for everyone. Known to preach
about anarchy, vegetarianism and
atheism, many do not agree with
all that is conveyed in the songs.
However, their lyrics preach
against imperialism, human rights
violations, capitalism, the military
industrial complex and the domi-

Propagandhi will be in San Diego at SOMA May 29.
nation of the lower class by the
upper class.
"I don't expect people to pick
up an album of ours and get things
right away," Salomesky said. "It
took me a couple of years to make
this ideological shift."
After this last paragraph, the
members of Propagandhi may
come off as some sort of Canadian
terrorist group, but this could not
be further from the truth. All of
the members of the band are very
active in their community in many
different non-profit groups.
"Coming out of the under
standing of these problems ne
cessitates a certain obligation of

acting and trying to engender a
sense of change," Salomesky said.
"If we can make some kind of
small contribution to the contin
ued existence of music that might
inspire some ideas outside of con
sumer culture, then that makes me
happy - and I wouldn't be doing
this otherwise."
If you are ready to expose
yourself to something new, check
out Propagandhi's CDs, read the
lyrics as you listen to them, google
what you do not understand and
see what they have to say. If you
like them, see them at SOMA on
May 29 or at The Glass House in
Pomona on May 30.

Glasgow band, Mogwai, chats with The Vista
AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITFR
Hailing from Glasgow, Scot
tish rock band Mogwai has been at
the forefront of the post-rock world
for the past 15 years. Currently,
the band is on a worldwide tour in
support of their sixth album, "The
Hawk is Howling." Founding
member Stuart Braithwaite was
generous enough to share some of
his musical insight with The Vista,
in light of the band's May 15 show
at the Belly Up Tavern in Solana
Beach.
In his charming Scottish
accent, Braithwaite recalled Mogwai's origins.
"Our band started around
1995. At first it was just me and
Dom[Dominic Aitchison], but
after our first album, then Martin
joined, then Jon joined and a little
later we added Martin. So the five
of us have been making music
ever since."
And with a decade and a half
under their belts, Mogwai doesn't
appear to be anywhere near a stop
ping point.

Mogwai comes to San Diego at the Belly Up May 15.
The name Mogwai (meaning
"ghost" or "devil" in Cantonese)
came to the band after watching
the film
"Gremlins," although
Braithwaite modestly said that "it
has no significant meaning and we
always intended on getting a better
one, but like a lot of other things
we never got 'round to it."
When asked how he would
describe their genre, Braithwaite

classifies Mogwai's work as "rock
and roll music. Well, instrumental
rock and roll music."
One unique thing about
Mogwai is their lack of depen
dence on vocals. Their music is
known for its often lengthy guitar
sections, enhanced by their use of
guitar distortion techniques. A trite
comparison of Mogwai would be
to Sigur Ros, although the for

mer's music is definitely much
grittier and less delicate.
"I think most people are not
used to having no lyrics to focus
on. Lyrics are a real comfort to
some people. I guess they like to
sing along and when they can't
do that with us they can get a bit
upset," Braithwaite said.
Despite his concerns, people
generally don't seem to get too
upset with Mogwai. Their new
album has been well received by
critics and long-standing Mogwai
fans alike.The openingtrack,'T'm
Jim Morrison, I'm Dead," appears
to be a gentle and melancholic
tune until it abruptly soars upward
in volume and intensity. However,
the track sequencing on the album
is excellent and emphasizes the
band's diversity, particularly in
terms of guitar styles.
Interestingly enough, Braith
waite's recommended track is one
from the band's early days, their
1997 hit "Helicon 1." A major fan
favorite, this song has remained
in the Mogwai show repertoire
for quite some time. Make sure to
check it out live on May 15 at the
Belly Up.

What's your favorite funny song^?

"Jenny" by Flight of the Conchords

Erika Johnson 110
Communications Major

"I'm On A Boat" by The Lonely

"Shine On" by Sunloverz(Fleiko and

Island

Maiko's Gute Laune Remix)

Josh Converse ' 11
Business Major

Alex Plumb'10
Int'l Business Major

"I Love College" by Asher Roth

Jeff Carey'11
Communications Major
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Fashion Weekly
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"The Big 0"
A C&K1>W/A
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It's no secret that women can't
stop talking about the big O. Mi
chelle Obama has been the talk of
the style-town since the Obama's
made their political debut almost
two years ago. Since then she
has graced the cover of Vogue,
the New York styles section, and
countless other publications. Mi
chelle's fashion-platform empha
sizes modernity and redefinition
while maintaining the comforting
level of femininity that is socially
expected of her.
It's a rarity that fashion makes
front page news but between Sarah
Palin's $150,000 wardrobe to the
incredible amount of speculation
regarding the inaugural ball - it's
been a good year for all things
pretty and political in the presses.
Michelle has an entire look-book
on New York Magazines The Cut
blog which is updated daily. Her
fashion choices are commented
on and critiqued in the way that
is usually reserved for models and
actresses. Not since the Kennedy
administration has style been so
synonymous with the state.
Michelle has favored up-andcoming American designers so
far in her reign as the first lady of
fashion. In her first 100 days she
selected a dress from CFDA nomi
nee Jason Wu for the Presidential
Inaugural Ball. Continuing to pro
mote racial diversity in her closet

White People
Stuffwhitepeoplelike.
com
What 1 love about certain
blogs, especially this week's, is
when you're able to just stare at
the computer screen and yell,"that
is so true." There is nothing that
feels better than when a stranger
is on the same wavelength as yon.
It's like they are gratifying your
opinions, making it okay to secret
ly love the music of John Mayer,
yet at the same time think he could
be the biggest tool of a celebrityStuff like that.
Many of you may or may not
be familiar with the website, stuffwhitepeopleIike.com. It's spawned
a book that you probably perused

"A Lion Called

Fog am . . >,

I saw clips on YouTube from
a documentary made in the '70s
that showed two men standing on
30fVthe dry terrain of Kenya waiting
OF
to be greeted by an old friend. I
•
was shocked when I saw that the
old friend turned out to be a lion
that proceeded to greet the men by
jumping onto them.I expected the
lion's actions to terrify the men
but instead they playfully hugged
their furry friend back. Naturally,I
had to know more.
Famed London department
store Harrods proudly claims that
it "could provide anything at a
price." In the Christmas season
of 1969, the store's then "Zoo"
section held two lion cubs for
sale. The quiet, little male cub of
the pair made a quick and strong
impact on Anthony Bourke and
quoted on "The View" as saying, words: "One of the lessons that I John Rendall. The two Australians
"panty hose are painful and they grew up with was to always stay had recently made the move to
always rip," and has rarely been true to yourself and never let what London, and their first trip to Har
photographed in them since. In re somebody else says distract you rods would be marked with their
placement she wears floral prints from your goals. And so when decision to purchase the cub. This
and empire waist belts in order to I hear about negative and false was before governments would
retain her prescribed femininity as attacks, I really don't invest any pass laws to prevent the traffick
"first lady."
energy in them, because I know ing of exotic animals. In compli
ance with the Endangered Species
Before this digresses into a whoI am."
serious examination of whether
This may be more about suc Act of 1973, Harrods no longer
emphasizing her bust puts too cess than style, but it still rings participates in the buying and sell
little focus on what's in Michelle's true. It's best not to listen to the ing of wild animals.
The two men dubbed the lion
brain, I leave you with Mrs. haters when it comes to both haute
cub Christian and took him to
Obama's own very inspirational couture and having it all.
their home, an apartment above
the antique furniture shop where
they worked. Their book, "A Lion
Called Christian," details the ex
periences they had while caring
for him.
Christian did not remain
small for very long. He outgrew
his home in the Chelsea shop
within months, growing from a
small cub that could be carried
to a still young lion that could
easily damage the shop's furniture
simply by sitting on it. The aid of
English actors Virginia McKenna
and Bill Travers would ensure
that he would be taken to a reha
"For white people, this simple news about that they do not agree bilitation center in Kenya where
haircut makes a bold declaration with, they are likely to declare George Adamson would oversee
by saying that the wearer is artis
'okay, that's it, I'm moving to his transition to life in the wild,
saving Christian from a fate as a
tic, deep, and has probably dated a Canada.'"
caged animal belonging to a zoo
guy in a band you like. Of course,
Maybe not necessarily every
as with many things loved by thing applies toevery white person, or a circus.
The book's descriptions of
white people, simple often means but so far a good majority of them
expensive and these haircuts usu ring true for me. Or maybe I am this unique lion convey the obvi
ous affection that Bourke and Ren
ally cost upwards of $100."
just the whitest person I know.
Not only does Lander make
Mostly, the ones thatIam most dall held for him. Their anecdotes
are heartwarming, whether they
hilarious observations, the way he guilty of are the ones that pertain
writes about his findings on what to college students. Number 105: are sharing a time when he had yet
white people like makes me think Unpaid Internships, and Number again made tears on the kneecaps
I am reading the journal of some 72: Study Abroad. He points out of their pants or the time he man
sort of cultural observer. He writes that people generally just study aged to cover himself in paint.
It can take years to correct
so seriously, like these observa abroad in Europe and Australia,
tions of what white people like are and if you studied abroad in Africa, the consequences of people's ac
going into an encyclopedia. Take "it is usually a good idea to keep it tions upon nature and its animals.
number 75: Threatening to Move quiet, it will remind white people Christian's story proves that it is
to Canada. "Often times, white that they were too scared to go and possible to do so with effort and
people get frustrated with the state they will feel bad. Use this only in continues to help bring awareness
of their country. They do not like emergencies."
to the importance of wildlife con
the President, or Congress, or the
Before anyone gets mad servation.
health care system, or the illegal because they think I appealed to
If you would like to see the
status of Marijuana. Whenever solely one race this week, think
video for yourself,I would recom
they are presented with a situation again. There are also websites mend typing the phrase "Christian
that seems unreasonable to them, dedicated to stuff Asian people the lion full ending" in the search
their first instinct is to threaten to like, stuff black people like and engine at YouTube.com, that way
move to Canada. For example, if stuff queer people like. And there you can avoid the videos that fea
you are watching TV with white are much more. Google is a gold ture Whitney Houston music in
the background .
people and there is a piece on the mine. Search it - read it - love it.

vVw A

as well as in the White House she
has also worn Alexander Wang
and Thankoon, who recently did a
diffusion line for Target. She has
even popularized former unknown
designers like Peter Soronen. She
pairs more adventurous and fresh
pieces with classics by Nina Ricci
and Michael Kors, which she
wore for her official White House
portrait. This expands and updates
her look without shocking the vice
president into a heart attack (not
that it's ever happened before,
Dick Cheney).
Michelle's dresses are often
sleeveless, showing off her toned
physique and supporting the
second style-amendment: the right
to bare arms, of course! She usu
ally pairs this with a cardigan for
modesty. She favors her sweaters
on the bold and graphic side and
pulls them off if she needs to take a
more active roll, as she did recently
while planting a tree. She has taken
a surprisingly modern approach
to other former faux pauxs, like
going without pantyhose. She was

while in Urban Outfitters (I know
I have), and it has been around for
around a year and half, since Janu
ary 2008.1 remember crossing this
site about a year ago, when my
brother sent a link to something
that hit close to home; it could have
been about white people liking
"Lost," I'm not entirely sure. But
1 do remember clicking around the
site, thinking it was some sort of
racist blog (with a name like that,
it's an easy assumption), and then
realizing most of the stuff this guy
(Christian Lander) was writing
about was not only true, it was
hilarious.
For example,Ihad just gotten
my hair cut, andI got bangs.I was
feeling pretty spiffy, and loved all
the compliments that I was get
ting from people. I mean, people
loved the bangs. I didn't get it. I
Was the same person, just a new
haircut, but I was getting a lot of
attention. Then I'm on this web
site and I run across number 104:
Girls With Bangs.I started to read
it, and the more I read, the more I
Was laughing out loud and saying,
"this is right on." Lander writes,

Anthony Bourke
and John Rendall

*
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LOCAL DINING & EVENTS

Cafe Review

Pannikin Coffee &
Tea

Dine at the cozy and delicious
Muzita Abyssinian Bistro
JULIE WALSH

OLIVIA BURD

STAFF WRITFR

CHRISTINA WOODWARD

•STAFF WRITFR
Who needs Teavana when
there is the family-owned and
trusted tea haven right up the
road? Pannikin Coffee and Tea,
right in La Jolla, is only 15-20
minutes away.The cafe specializes
in single origin coffee blends and
exotic tea blends. If variety is what
you are looking for in your warm
cup, look for the 40 coffee blends
and 60 types of tea found in each
cafe. On top of that, Pannikin store
is just a few doors down Girard
Avenue, with even more products.
Some words, which sound sweet
to a tea lover's ear, are also impor
tant to Pannikin: organic, shade
grown and fair trade. The San
Diego County company started in
1968 and carries specialty blends
of water processed coffee. Some
of these terms might not sound
familiar to a regular person, but
they ensure the integrity of the
product. Cafe Motto, a wholesaler
that used to be part of Pannikin,
delivers freshly roasted blends
twice a week to Pannikin spots in
Del Mar, Encinitas and La Jolla.
For those who are not pro
crastinating finals (which would
exclude myself), there is WIFI
Internet connection and a quiet
atmosphere prime for diving into
oceans of unchartered knowledge.
The walls of Pannikin also feature
local art and a chess set is available
for anyone to play. Why is it that
coffee houses always have a chess
set? It might be that it is a game of
problem-solving stamina; a game
in which the intellectual types, who
frequent a coffee house would par
take. Either way, earthy university
kids with their large backpacks
are often the people playing the
good ole game of chess at these
establishments. I envy those "lofty
ideals people" with the cool factor
that allows them to wear glasses
and thrift store sweaters and play
chess on a Saturday.
The peaceful and restoring
aura of Pannikin refreshes the soul
while flavors like Jamaican Blue
Mountain rock the taste buds. The
tea of the month is Plum Oolong,
and the coffee of the month is
Original Costa Rica. Not only
do they sound delicious, but you
can also enjoy these flavors at a
discounted price until the month
ends. The best-selling flavor is, of
course, the Pannikin. Oh, and the
food isn't too shabby either.

•STAFF WRITFR
Muzita Abyssian Bistro is
a family-owned establishment
serving up authentic Ethiopian/
Eritrean fare with a rush of flavor
and spice in every bite. The con
verted craftsman style house pulls
you into the cozy atmosphere that
is Muzita. The dark wood and tea
lights bring a bit of a romantic feel
to the dining experience and create
a pleasant vibe. Inside is decorated
with East African art sharing a
glimpse of their homeland. You
never feel rushed and the staff
takes a sincere interest in your
dining experience.
This was my first time trying
Eritrean food and when looking at
the menu I was a bit intimidated.
Tsebhi Dorho, Alitcha Atakiliti,
Siga Kilwa-whaaaat? However,
the wait staff at Muzita is extreme
ly helpful and attentive. The first
thing the waitress asked was, "Is
this your first time trying Eritrean
cuisine?" in order to gauge our
comfort level with the menu. She
carefully explained the process
and popular ingredients and made
excellent recommendations based
on our taste buds.
Muzita uses locally grown
produce ensuring freshness in each
ingredient used. What Muzita pro
duces with peppers, garlic, onions,
ginger and peppers is similar to
what Van Gogh produced with
paint - a masterpiece. If you are
the type of person who takes the
degree of spiciness in food as if it
were a competition between you
and your taste buds, you might
meet your defeat.
Now comes the fun part: roll
up your sleeves and prepare to get

7467 Girard Ave.
La Jolla, CA 92037

Hours: Daily 6 a.m.-8 p.m.
Phone: 858-454-5453
Online: pannikincoffeeandtea.com

Eat at Muzita Abyssinian Bistro in University Heights.

your hands dirty. The traditional
cuisine is eaten with injera, a
crepe-like "bread" that looks like
some sort of sea sponge when you
unroll it. Injera's second identity is
a utensil. Break off a piece, scoop
up your main course with it and
pop it in your mouth.
Main courses are served
family style on a huge plate so I
don't recommend you coming
here with your friend who has
questionable hygiene habits. My
fellow diner and I started with
the sambusas, comparable to the
Spanish empanada but with a
thicker, flakier outside. The appe
tizer came with two of each kind:
potato, lentil and chicken. Our
entree of choice was the Zigini
Beggie which consists of braised
leg of Iamb with stewed tomatoes,
onions, peppers, garlic and spices.
There are also vegan and vegetar
ian friendly entrees combining ev
erything from seasonal greens and
rice to chickpeas and tofu.
The portions were generous

and this was definitely enough for
the two of us. We had the home
made chocolate pot de creme
for desert and oh my gosh was it
good! It was this rich and creamy
chocolate concoction at the bottom
and homemade whipped cream
on top. It was heaven in a coffee
mug. As you can imagine it was
a bit difficult eating this with our
hands. C'mon. I'm pulling your
chain. They gave us a spoon for
this dish.
Muzita gets quite crowded
and has limited seating. I would
definitely make a reservation if
you are going on the weekend. If
you are a bit adventurous in the
food arena and are looking for a
unique dining experience take
yourself to Muzita Bistro.
Where: 4651 Park Boulevard
University Heights

Phone: 619.546.7901
Hours: Sun-Thurs 5p.m.-10p.m.
Sat 5p.m.-11p.m.
Closed Mon

On Saturday, De Anza Cove
at Mission Bay will host its first
ever music and arts festival. The
Elemental Experience is an allday event with popular bands and
DJs, for a social purpose - to build
a shelter for abandoned children
throughout our city. The festival
will feature well-known musi
cians like Matisyahu. The concert
begins at noon and will last until
10 p.m.
Elemental Experience is put
on by Stayclassy.org which is a
nonprofit organization that helps
raise money and awareness for
local charities in San Diego. The
goal of the festival is to raise
enough money to build a shelter
for the 2,200 kids who live on the
streets of San Diego. $500,000 is
what it will take. If less than one
percent of the residents in San
Diego gave just $10 to this cam
paign, the goal will be reached.
The festival will also have an
art village, featuring the art of 40
local artists. Some of the art will
be on display only and some will
be for sale. The festival will also
showcase a fashion show, featur
ing summer wear. The Elemental
Experience encompasses the world
of arts while raising money for
a good cause. Each ticket is $40
and 100 percent of the proceeds
go toward building a shelter for
homeless youth. Visit Stayclassy.
org for more information on the
event and to purchase your tickets.
All USD students will receive a 15
percent discount by typing "USD"
in the promo bar when purchasing
their ticket online.

SAN DIEGO

EVENTS
.v/yyyvy/.-/.

April 30
Rufus Wainwright
9 p.m. 21+ $45
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

May 2

Rub-A-Dub de Mayo Hosted By Dub Traffik Control with The
Devastators
9 p.m. $8/Adv $ 10/D0S

Dennis Quaid and the Sharks with Grizzly Circus
9 p.m. 21+$25/Adv$27/D0S

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

Sammy Hagar
8 p.m. 21+$60-$85

Deaf Zero, Chanauk, AEPNIA, Zank, My Elysian
7 p.m. 21+ $6
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com

Katchafire, Stranger and Tribal Theory
9 p.m. 21+$25/Adv $30/D0S

House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com

Mae and Guests
8 p.m. All Ages, Cost TBA

Eek-A-Mouse w/ Humanlab and Tribe of Kings
8 p.m. 21+$17.50-$41.50

Where: La Jolla Cafe

Elemental
Experiences at
Mission Bay

House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

May 1
Elijah Emanuel and the Revelations
9 p.m. 21+ $12/Adv $14/D0S
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

Little John, Wayne Smith, Cualli, Jah Roots
9 p.m. 21+ CostTBA
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com
Kreator w/ Exodus and Belphegor
6:30 p.m. All Ages, $23.50 - $25.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com
The Human Abstract, Oh Sleeper
7 p.m. $12/Adv
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard
somasandiego.com

Nicho Hinojosa
8:30 p.m. 18+$45

Rimac Arena (UCSD), 9500 Gilman Drive
ucsd.edu

House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com
Campaign For Musical Destruction, Napalm Death, Kataklysm,
Toxic Holocaust, Coliseum, Trap Them, Sicarus
6:30 p.m. $17/Adv
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard
somasandiego.com

May 3

May 6
Screening of Vincent Who?
12 p.m. and 6 p.m. FREE
Solomon Hall, at 12; IPJ at 6
To kick off May's Asian Pacific American Heritage Month; Director
is scheduled to appear!
Oh No Not Stereo, The Photo Atlas and The Bending Atlas
7 p.m. 21+$10

J. Holiday w/ Chaz
8 p.m. 21+$22.50-$40

Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com

House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

May 5

SD Rocks
8 p.m. 21+$12.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

Overview, War Stories and DJ Gonzobilly
9 p.m. 21+ Cost TBA
Beauty Bar, 4746 El Cajon Blvd.
beautybar.com

If there is anything you would like to add to the calendar, please
contact MKastner@usdvista.com.
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"My name is Anonymous!"

LORI MILLSLAGLE
STAFF WRITER

Theater students prepare for their final Spring production
Disneynature

BRYN EVERETT
STAFF WRITFR

The Theater Arts Depart
ment is pulling out all the stops
for their final undergraduate per
formance of the season. The play
"Anon(ymous)," which opens
tonight, is a modem retelling of
Homer's "The Odyssey." A young
refugee named Anon must travel
through a chaotic landscape of
the United States, and encounters
many interesting characters along
the way. This is the first time many
different types of performances
have been woven together for the
same piece.
"This is the first time the de
partment has used all these meth
ods into one show combined,"
Taylor Wycoff, a senior theater arts
major, said. "It has been amazing
to be in this show and get to work
with all the different elements like
puppetry, masks and even fight
choreography. This is at its core
an ensemble piece and we have
all had to work hard collectively
to create the atmosphere and voice
of the play."
Monica Stufft is the director
of the play and this is her directo
rial debut at USD. As a director
she has brought her background
in performance studies and con
temporary theater to bring inge
nuity to the traditional realm of
theater. There is a strong sense of
the unexpected and the play isn't
afraid to throw the audience off.
The backdrop gives the audience a
sense of rawness and grittiness, all
the props used in the play are ma
terials the cast found on the street
and felt had meaning to the play or
their character.

Earth

f

1? {
LEAH WICKMAN
From Center Left to Right: Jelisa Roberts, Michael Frederick Ahmad and Bryce Davis rehearse with the
cast for Anon(ymous).
Each actor plays multiple
roles in the play and the cast has
been developing a lot of their own
ideas during workshops in the
beginning of rehearsals. Bryce
Davis, a junior in the production
said, "Most of the actors did not
get assigned their roles until about
three weeks into rehearsal, so we
all have played a pivotal role in the
creative process of each character
and the play itself. We have been
given the opportunity to make our
own props and costumes so we
had to rely heavily on each other

"Terra" does not impress
JUSTINE MARZONI
•STAFF WRITFR
Aliens, humans and a slightly
pessimistic view on future events
pretty much sums up the new
computer generated animated fea
ture film "Battle For Terra." For a
movie made for a target audience
of a younger generation, I felt that
this film lacked humor, memorable
characters and a real grip on the
interests of their audience. "Battle
For Terra," the newest film in the
recent on slot of Real 3-D films,
isn't one to write home about.
This movie follows the con
flict between the peaceful inhabitance of the alien planet Terra
and a far off future generation of
humans. After Earth is destroyed
by a devastating world war, the
survivors search the galaxy for a
new home and find that Terra can
sustain human life. The only prob
lem is that it is already inhabited.
When the courageous alien girl,
Mala seeks to find out where her
father is being held captive, she
finds a friend in an injured human
pilot named Jim. In the end a battle
between the two races ensues for
ownership of the planet.
If 1 were to describe this film
in one word it would be forget
table. It was apparent that the cre
ators of this film spent more time

s

developing the 3-D images rather
than developing the personalities
or story of the characters.
Another big problem I had
with this movie was the somberness of the plot. I understand that
the writers of this film were prob
ably looking to convey a good
message regarding timely issues
such as world violence and envi
ronmental awareness, however
I think they did so in a way that
was neither positive or encourag
ing. There was little to no humor
whatsoever, and the few jokes
they did attempt at using to lighten
the bleak future of the Terrians fell
flat. The only comical character
was Jim's robotic sidekick Giddy.
It's a shame that even funny-guy
David Cross couldn't lighten up
this film.
To me, "Battle For Terra"
lacked in the most crucial ele
ments of animated films directed
towards kids: characters that they
can connect with and a story that
captivates them. The 3-D graphics
were impressive, but it just made
it clear that the creators of "Battle
For Terra" were just trying to hop
on the Real 3-D gravy train. If after
reading this you are still up for
spending an hour and half of your
life and 10 bucks on this movie, 1
suggest bringing your iPod to the
theater and enjoying a playlist as
you watch the Real 3-D.

as an ensemble."
Jenn Paredes is a freshman
and this is her first main stage
production. "This experience has
really allowed me to not be afraid
to put in my own input," Paredes
said, "and it has been comfort
ing to know how collaborative
'Anon(ymous)' has been for all of
us."
The audience will definitely
experience multiple types of per
formances going on at once. There
are so many elements that people
will not see coming from scene to

scene. With all the hard work the
cast and crew has been doing, it
will give the theater-goer a lot to
think about and is sure to keep
people in their seats and enter
tained.
"Anon(ymous)"
opens
tonight at 7:30 p.m. and runs
through May 7 in the Studio
Theatre. Tickets are on sale at the
University Center Box Office ($8
for students and seniors, $10 for
everyone else) and are available
one hour before curtain at the
Studio Theatre.

"Earth," produced by Disney
nature, the people who brought
you the award winning TV series,
"Planet Earth," was released this
week on Earth Day. Being the
animal lover that I am, I decided
to see it for you guys. I want to
preface this by saying that I love
animal documentaries, specifi
cally really dry, factual ones like
"Mutual of Omaha's Wild King
dom," but I do not like "Planet
Earth." I can handle when a lion
takes down a wildebeest on a typi
cal documentary because there is
no accompanying orchestra play
ing violins in the background, tug
ging on my heart strings.
But the few times that I have
caught "Planet Earth" on TV, I have
seen the exact same scene. The
infamous scene shows a certain
cute furry white animal being sav
agely attacked by a certain obese
two tusked animal. All the furry
creature wanted was a meal and
the greedy gray masses of fat, who
were clearly not starving, decided
to stab my white friend so that he
curls up and dies on the snow. All
to the saddest piece of orchestra
music one could imagine. Never
have I cried so hard while watch
ing TV. Not even when Charlie
died on "Lost."
The fact that this is the only
scene that the Discovery Chan
nel and Animal Planet will allow
me to watch has turned me off to
the whole series. But the movie
"Earth" is different, right? Wrong!
I enjoyed the entire movie until
the final scene when the same
polar bear is stabbed by the same
walrus and here I am upset and
with kleenex in hand. I hate you
Disneynature.
With that in mind, my review
does not take into account the final
10 minutes of run time of the film
because I swear, if 1 see anymore
violence against polar bears, I will
be heading to the Health Center
in need of an anti-depressant pre
scription.
"Earth" is an abridged ver
sion, or a "best of' compilation of
its TV series counterpart, "Planet
Earth." If you have seen the show,
you will have seen all the footage
in the film, but I had to look that
up because the film is completely
seamless and cohesive. It has the
perfect mix of breath-taking foot
age paired with a musical score
that will make your heart beat
faster as the wolf closes in on a
caribou calf. The film is carried by
the narration provided by James
Earl Jones.
According to the trailers for
the film, "Earth" follows three
animal families, but it actually
often strays from these three fami
lies and gives more of a survey
of many more animals. This de
centralized theme makes the film
less focused and combined with its
shortage of lesser-known facts, it
does not keep the audience com
pletely captivated throughout. If
you are a fan of "Planet Earth,"
then I suggest the film to you. If
you are an advocate against polar
bear violence, go see it for the
time-lapsed fungus growth and
leave once you see the violent
gang of walruses.
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RAY AYALA
SPORTS EDITOR

Jeremy Tyler
makes bold move
San Diego High School
junior Jeremy Tyler was lured
away from high school and a
full-ride scholarship to Lou
isville in favor of a European
League professional contract.
Last year a high school senior by
the name of Brandon Jennings
decided to trade his basketball
scholarship to the University
of Arizona for a million dollar
deal with a European team. The
difference here is that Jennings
at least received his high school
diploma. Tyler will not.
Those in favor of Tyler's
decision will cite financial rea
sons and lack of competition as
reasons for him to leave high
school early. I had a chance to
watch Tyler play against anoth
er top prospect named Renardo
Sidney earlier this year in the
JCP, and it was obvious Tyler
was a man amongst boys. His
high school team would pass
him the ball and he would jam it
in. Then the other team caught
on and would quadruple-team
Tyler the rest of the game. If this
continued next year he would
not get any better. By opting out
of his last year of high school,
he will now get a contract.
Tyler will now have a year
to get used to the rigors of a
competitive European Basket
ball League, and then use the
second year to show the NBA
scouts what he is made of. In
the process he will be financial
ly set with a six-figure contract,
and even more if he signs a shoe
deal, like Jennings.
Those who oppose Tyler's
decision say he is hurting his
education and also his basket
ball growth in America. There
is no doubt that one year at
Louisville would have not only
furthered Tyler's basketball
future, but it would have also
furthered his education.
Say god forbid Tyler went
down with an injury in Europe,
and then he will no longer be eli
gible to play college basketball.
Tyler deciding to leave America
for Europe is a huge blow to
college basketball, and is also a
huge blow to coach Rick Pitino,
who has to scramble to fill his
spot.
In the end, even though
education is important, I think
it can be put on hold for a talent
such as Jeremy Tyler. Tyler can
work on getting his GED while
in Europe and if basketball
does not work out, then he can
always use the money he made
in Europe on his college educa
tion. That is of course if he does
not spend it all first.
Having the ability to play
a sport at the highest level of
competition should be every
athlete's goal, and the European
League offers that opportunity
for more than one year. I think
Tyler will be a trendsetter.for
future prospects. College bas
ketball coaches beware, you
now have to compete with the
European League as well for
your recruits.

Hall of Champions
honors

Jeremy
Lusk
JEN MELLO
STAFF WRITER

On March 18 the San Diego
Hall of Champions unveiled a
tribute to motocross rider Jeremy
Lusk. The ribbon-cutting event
introduced a new display in a cel
ebration of Lusk's life.
Lusk was a San Diego native
who rode Freestyle Motocross
(FMX) with a group called Metal
Mulisha. This Temecula-based
group was founded by member
Brian Deegan, who was one of
Lusk's closest friends.
Lusk's tenacity on a motor
cycle created his nickname "Pit
bull," which his group members
called him. He was famous for
his ability to fully rotate a back
flip variation while soaring over a
100-foot jump.
While riding in a contest in
February 2009 in Costa Rica,
Lusk crashed while performing
his famous trick and sustained
major injuries to his head and
neck. He was airlifted to a hospital
in Costa Rica where he died a few
days later.
Lusk had been in a medicallyinduced coma with swelling of
the brain in San Jose at Calderon
Guardia Hospital. It was said that
he suffered severe brain damage
and possibly a spinal cord injury.
Due to the lack of interest in
companies to provide health cov
erage to FMX riders, accidents
and situations such as this create
a huge financial
burden to the
riders and their families. After the
accident Lusk's family was left
with medical bills and costs they
simply could not afford.
Lusk's accident brought light
to a strong need for stricter safety
standards at all FMX events. The
tragedy also led to the creation
of the Lusk Legacy Foundation.
The foundation fights for standard
safety guidelines, medical funding
for injured riders and overall gen
eral safety.
The ribbon-cutting event fol
lowing Lusk's death introduced
an exhibit in the hall to recognize
his accomplishments as a rider
and success throughout his life.

Lauren, his wife, and Deegan
spoke in his honor.
Many people from the com
munity, the members of Metal
Mulisha and Lusk's friends and
family attended.
The event was also a promo
tion for the First Annual Lusk
Legacy Foundation Poker Tourna
ment and Fundraiser at Pechanga
Casino. These events are fundrais
ers to help provide money to the
families of FMX riders which
experience similar situations.
Following the ribbon-cutting,
there was a video complied by
two of Lusk's closest friends. The
video chronicled the life journey
and talent of the accomlised FMX
rider.
Lusk's bike, his gear and
other used items can be seen in the
picture below. The items are cur
rently on display on the main floor
in the hall for public viewing.
Although there is a high
danger associated with FMX, Lusk
is believed to be the first pro-rider
to have died from injuries suffered
in a contest.
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Can the Boston Celtics repeat without the Big Ticket?
AARON LEVINE
STAFF WRITFR
Kevin Garnett is the heart and
soul of the defending NBA cham
pions, the Boston Celtics. Garnett
was drafted out of high school in
the 1995 NBA draft by the Minne
sota Timberwolves. Despite being
the first player in several years
to be chosen out of high school,
Garnett has always been a hard
working, disciplined teammate.
He makes players around
him better through playing hard
defense, exhibiting leadership
through action and evoking desire
and strength from his sometimes
fatigued teammates. Garnett is
able to take over a game in a very
different way than a Kobe Bryant
or Lebron James would. He is able
to do this through vocal leader
ship, rebounding, help defense
and being unselfish with the ball.
Garnett has several times been
criticized for being too unselfish
and not shooting enough. The
Celtics would be lucky to have
such a problem as a healthy Gar
nett not shooting enough.
Garnett has been most likely
sidelined for the remainder of the
playoffs, although Celtics doc Kevin Garnett led the Boston Celtics to a NBA championship last year. This year he is injured and the team
tors, team officials and Garnett
have spoken sparingly on the the team has been able to cope fective; coach Doc Rivers preaches the same team on defense without
matter, keeping the injury a mys without Garnett.
a family type of atmosphere that Garnett. Normally slasher-type of
tery. Garnett has dressed in street
Rajon Rondo, the young point involves tough love. Meaning, players such as Derek Rose of the
clothes the first four games of the guard from Kentucky becomes the team is your family so you are
Bulls would be forced to pass off
Bulls Series, which is now tied increasingly more effective with loved always, but you better not to the wing once he penetrated the
two games to two. Three of four every playoff game under his let down your family because they lane, but without the 6-foot-llgames have come down to the last belt. He has been able to lead the mean the world to you. This is the inch long, athletic frame in the
shot or overtime, the other game Celtics along with Paul Pierce and philosophy the Celtics will have to middle, Rose and others are left
the Celtics were able to blow them Ray Allen in Garnett's absence. continue to play with if they are to
to do as they please with the Celt
out 107-86 at Chicago. Celtics The Celtics are not just a one-man have a chance.
ics. Since Boston has not clarified
fans must be happy with the way team, which is why they are so ef
The Celtics are clearly not whether Garnett is out indefinitely

THE
FUNNIEST
music documentary of all time...a true life
THIS IS SPINAL TAP
Clark Collis, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

HILARIOUS!
Siran Babayan, LA WEEKLY
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will most likely be without him.
for the playoffs, it leaves some to
question if the Celtics are to get
out of this series alive, will Gar
nett be healthy for the remainder
of the playoffs?
That is the big question right
now for the Boston Celtics. They
are a quality team without Garnett,
but they are not championship ma
terial.

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

(Left) Junior shortstop Carey Casciola leaps to her right to make a play on a ball. Casciola has been solid with both her glove and her bat this season. (Right) Sophomore Megan
Walsh beats out a close play at first base. Walsh has been a major player off the bench this season.

Lady Toreros trample the Broncos in series win
Softball wins three of four games on the shoulders of the pitching staff
SAMANTHA CHILD
STAFF WRITFR

The women's softball team is
trying to end the season on a win
ning note. Up until this weekend
they were sweeping teams right
under the table. The team traveled
up to the Bay Area last weekend to
take on the Santa Clara Broncos.
USD is sitting in third place right
now with a 7-7 record. The PCSC
is being lead by Portland State
10-4.
Game one for the weekend
came without a hitch. Jen Ellenbeck led the team into a 4-0

shutout win. Ellenbeck came out
blazing, striking out six batters in
seven innings of play. Not only
did Ellenbeck dominate in the
circle at the plate, she recorded a
RBI double. Lindsay Fleet hit one
out of the park in game one's 10run win. The Toreros leapt out to
an early 2-0 after Fleet's homerun.
Kristen Gensler then grounded to
get to second base.
"This weekend we wanted to
sweep but came short a game, but
it didn't hold us back. Today we
came out and played really well,
and I know we're all proud of each
other," said Gensler.

The first game was a picture
perfect win with almost every
batter getting a hit and scoring
runs. Celeste Soto and Gensler
would both single again to keep
the energy high. Soto, a sopho
more, had this to say about her
long future as a Torero, "Becom
ing an upperclassmen, it makes me
want to work that much harder so I
can lead by example." The Toreros
will return many key players to
next year's team.
Game two did not turn out
how the girls would have liked.
USD came out strong again, but
in the bottom half of the inning,

Santa Clara responded by scoring
three runs.
"We came out really aggres
sive again we just couldn't keep
the momentum. But we came out
strong on Sunday and got two
more wins," Gensler said.
On the weekend pitch El
lenbeck improved her record to
9-14 on the season. She now has
128 strikeouts on the season. Fleet
recorded her second homerun and
improved her RBI to 24.
The team is really excited
about their improving record as
the season comes to a close.
"Our season is definitely

looking up as we get towards the
end of the year, we are still hoping
to come out on top in the future
we jus have to keep fighting and
know we are as good as everyone
else," Soto said. The softball team
will be back in action this coming
weekend for their final appearance
at the home stadium. The season
may be coming to a close, but they
know that next year they can com
pete with the best.
The Toreros will finish their
season with a four-game series
against St. Mary's. The games will
be played on May 2 and May 3 at
the USD Softball Complex.

Toreros bounce back against Portland in crucial WCC series
Toreros stop their losing skid with offensive barrage led by Meador and Nicol

RAY AYALA
SPORTS FDITOR

(Top) Junior pitcher Matt Thomson struggled on Friday, but currently
leads the team with 79 strikeouts. (Right) Junior catcher Nick McCoy
has been solid on both offense and defense this season.

After suffering a tough loss
to No. 7 Cal State Fullerton on the
road last week the Toreros were
happy to return home. They lost a
series to St. Mary's earlier in the
week, but the Toreros were still in
first place entering a series against
the Portland Pilots.
On Friday night the Toreros
sent junior pitcher Matt Thomson
to the mound. Typically when
Thomson has pitched this season,

one could come to expect two
things: Strikeouts and runs. The
scoring began in the third inning,
when three straight singles by
Portland gave them the early 1-0
lead. The Pilots used that momen
tum to have two monster innings
following the third, and the Tore
ros were looking at a 7-0 deficit.
Junior outfielder James Meador
once again led the Toreros on of
fense as he went 3-5 with three
RBI. Pitcher Keeler Brynteson
relieved Portland pitcher Kyle
Kraus and Brynteson finished off
the Toreros giving Portland the
12-4 win.
After a tough loss on Friday,
the Toreros were looking to wake
up the bats and give junior start
ing pitcher A.J. Griffin some run
support. The Toreros did just that
early, as James Meador hit a threerun homerun to give them a 4-1
lead. The hits kept coming for the
Toreros, as Meador had another
big day tallying four RBI. Griffin
continued to pitch well this game,
as he pitched seven innings, struck
out 10 batters, and only gave up
three runs. Senior pitcher Matt
Couch came in to start the eighth
inning and pitched a stellar two
innings collecting four strikeouts
in the process. The Toreros ended
the game with an impressive 13-3
victory.

On Sunday the Toreros were
looking to take the series and
maintain their first place lead in
the WCC Conference. The To
reros decided to use a pitcher by
committee-style on Sunday as
they sent three different pitchers
to the mound. Portland started
off the game with a homerun, but
after that hit, it was all Toreros the
rest of the afternoon. After getting
subpar outings from sophomore
Darrin Campbell and junior Matt
Hauser the Torero offense ex
ploded just like the previous day.
Sean Nicol led the Toreros offense
with four hits and he collected a
career high five RBI. Nicol was
also named WCC Co-Player of the
Week. Meador also collected two
more RBI, in a massive week for
the draft-eligible outfielder.
The Toreros are currently
27-17 heading into a key series
against the LMU Lions. LMU is
one game back of first place in the
WCC, and a weekend series loss
to the Toreros would most likely
eliminate them from postseason
play. The Toreros are listed as
a postseason team according to
rivals.com, but a bad series against
the LMU Lions could equal a
tough road ahead for a Toreros
team that still has No. 1 Arizona
State on its schedule.

